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Editor’s note

J

ust as this issue of Aboutcamp BtoB was moments away
from going to print, Putin’s Russian armed forces have invaded Ukraine a few hours ago. We do not know what will happen and it is not for our magazine to enter into any political
or sociological analyses about what is going on. However, we
can be certain that European industry, including caravanning,
will not be unharmed by this situation. Just as the Covid emergency is fading and many European countries are removing
obligations and bans for their citizens, including eliminating
quarantine for those coming from abroad, and just as we are
all beginning to recovery some normality, a war, that no one
would have ever wanted, has come.
Within minutes of the Russian attack, the price of gas rose
by 30%. Russia, which has the world’s largest natural gas reserves, has been supplying Western Europe for over 50 years
by selling 40% of its natural gas. Some countries are particularly vulnerable, such as Germany, which imports 90% of its
gas needs. With the increase in the price of gas, the price of
electricity also increases, adding to the other recent increases
in the price of raw materials and transport, which the production chain had already accepted and activated corrective measures. We will try to understand the facts and update you on
future scenarios. So far, sales of recreational vehicles continue
to achieve record numbers around the world. In this issue of

Aboutcamp BtoB our journalists face the
topic of electric mobility with different indepth articles, starting with the new and
promising models recently introduced to
the North American market. In this context, synergies between European and
American companies are certainly useful, both to optimize R&D and to reduce
costs. Will electric motors be driving the
RVs of the future? Yes, probably, but no one can yet say it for
sure. We have also tried to understand what changes are taking place regarding vehicle typologies, especially in Europe. It
is clear from our interviews in this issue that RV production is
focusing more and more on campervans, which is a segment
that now accounts for about 50% of the European market, plus
mini-campervans with pop-up roofs are also growing in popularity. This issue 34 of Aboutcamp BtoB, however, is also characterized by a graphic restyling, especially designed in order
to make better looking pages and articles easier to read. In a
world that changes very quickly, we are making changes too,
in order to improve, more and more, our service to our readers.
Enjoy reading this issue!
Antonio Mazzucchelli
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N ews
RVIA calls 2021: ‘The Year of the RV’
With 62% more RV owners in 2021
compared to 2001, the RVIA describes
2021 as The Year of the RV. The dramatic rise in popularity of RVs since the
onset of the pandemic in early 2020
has signaled a fundamental change
in the way Americans travel, vacation,
and live. That rise has reached new
heights in 2021, with record-breaking
RV production and a strong consumer intent to buy, both stirred by one of
the longest standing American traditions – a yearning to visit the great outdoors. Demand for RV units has grown
month-over-month in 2021, breaking all
previous wholesale shipment records.
The latest projection shows the most
likely year-end total for RV units built
in 2021 to be 602,200 units, representing a 40% increase over the 2020 yearend total of 430,412 units. It will also
be a 19% gain over the current comparable record high of 504,600 units set
in 2017. Across the board, RV owners

are reporting higher levels
of customer satisfaction
and an intent to purchase
another unit. “Today, onein-five leisure travelers are
considering purchasing an
RV and four-in-ten leisure
travelers would consider
an RV trip,” said RV Industry Association President
& CEO Craig Kirby. “This
bodes very well for the future growth
of the industry and is a strong indicator
of the lasting popularity of RVing.”
According to Kirby, while the freedom and control of RVing fueled the
initial surge in RV ownership and usage in 2020, the leading motivation in
2021 is a hunger to explore the great
outdoors. Nowhere has this outdoor
mania been more evident than at RV
campgrounds in and around America’s
national parks. According to a survey
by the RV Industry Association, 72 mil-

lion Americans plan to go RVing in an
RV they own, rent, or borrow over the
next year, up from 61 million in a survey done last fall. Many of these travelers are bound for these campgrounds
with their children and families, which
is another high driver of RV usage. Record industry growth is expected to
continue through 2022 with shipment
projections ranging between 599,760
and 627,700 units with a most likely total of 613,700 units, an increase of 2%
over 2021.

Editorial

Aboutcamp BtoB helps professionals in the caravan/RV and leisure industry
around the world keep up to date with all the latest business news and market
trends in this sector. It’s the most well informed source of B2B information in the
Editor in Chief: Antonio Mazzucchelli
caravan industry, with a unique global perspective and an international team
direttore@aboutcamp.eu
of correspondents delivering daily news online at www.AboutcampBtoB.eu, a
Art director: Federico Cavina
bi-monthly e-newsletter, and a high quality print magazine delivered (free) in
Europe, the United States, Australia, New Zealand, South Africa, Japan, China,
Editorial team: Renato Antonini
Korea, Argentina, Brazil, Chile. The Aboutcamp BtoB magazine is published four
John Rawlings - Terry Owen - Enrico Bona
times a year with features including exclusive interviews with senior managePeter Hirtschulz - Paolo Galvani - Craig Ritchie
ment from the industry, reviews of the major exhibitions around the world, and
Andrea Cattaneo - Bartek Radzimski
reports about the latest market trends, plus in-depth profiles of OEM suppliers
Irene Viergever - Giorgio Carpi
who specifically manufacture components for this sector. With all the recent
acquisitions, new technological developments and more and more consumers
Web team: Maurizio Fontana - Gabriel Lopez
buying leisure vehicles around the world, Aboutcamp BtoB is essential reading
for everyone working in any business related to the caravan industry. While
so many flock to the internet, and
have an inbox full of emails, Aboutcamp BtoB decided to print a paSales International:
per magazine so that it gets more
direzione@fuorimedia.com
noticed, read, appreciated and
Would you like to receive the
Sales Italy: Giampaolo Adriano
discussed; so, we wish you happy
print edition of Aboutcamp
+39 338 9801370
reading!
BtoB? It is free of charge!
commerciale@aboutcamp.eu
Subscribe on
www.aboutcampbtob.eu

Advertising

Print edition

Web edition
Aboutcamp BtoB is also a website updated daily with news and
information dedicated to RV builders and OEM producers. The
website is supported by a professional newsletter sent monthly to the professionals in the RV sector. We also strengthened
our presence on LinkedIn, where we manage the business page
of the magazine but also the group “Caravanning Professional”
which allows us to develop direct and informal relationships with
decision-makers in the RV industry.
On our website is possible to read online the print edition of all
Aboutcamp BtoB issues at:
www.aboutcampbtob.eu/read-the-magazines
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HIGH QUALITY GRP
FOR RECREATIONAL VEHICLES

EASY TO CLEAN . HAIL RESISTANT . LOW THERMAL EXPANSION COEFFICIENT . LIGHT .
HIGH ELASTICITY . WATERPROOF . STRONG CORROSION RESISTANT . DURABLE
Brianza Plastica’s ELYCOLD and ELYPLAN fiberglass rolls and sheets are the ideal solution for the construction
of panels for industrial, commercial, temperature controlled, recreational and public transport vehicles.
The excellent resistance and dimensional strength, combined with lightness and easy workability, make them
perfect for the construction of walls, anti-hail roofs, floors and interior coverings.

www.flatlaminates.com - sales-flatlaminates@brianzaplastica.it
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N ews
THOR Industries reports record net sales of $3.96 Billion
THOR Industries, Inc. has announced record results for its
first fiscal quarter ended October 31, 2021 with net sales of
$3.96 billion, an increase of 56.0% as compared to the first
quarter of the prior fiscal year. During the first quarter, THOR
acquired Airxcel, a significant supplier to the North American RV industry.
“In the quarter, we delivered over
88,100 units, outpacing the RV industry’s growth rate of shipments.
Our first quarter performance, which
marks a third consecutive quarter of
record net sales and diluted earnings per share, is a testament to the
experience, flexibility and agility of
our operating teams and their drive
to meet the needs of our customers
in a difficult and dynamic business environment,” said Bob
Martin, President and CEO of THOR Industries.
“The strategic course we have set gives us many reasons
to remain confident and optimistic about our future performance as well. Our acquisition of Airxcel in the first quarter is
a manifestation of our bullish outlook for our industry and for
THOR in particular. This acquisition is a key piece to our strategic positioning of the Company as we seek to strengthen
our supply chain. The Airxcel integration has gone exceed-

ingly well, and we continue to see a great opportunity for
growth through innovation, additional product offerings and
the aftermarket business,” added Martin.
Consolidated net sales were $3.96 billion in the first quarter
of fiscal 2022, compared to $2.54 billion in the first quarter
of fiscal 2021. This year’s first quarter net sales include $2.24 billion
for the North American Towable RV
segment compared to $1.39 billion
in the first quarter of fiscal 2021,
$925.0 million for the North American Motorized RV segment compared to $493.9 million in the first
quarter of fiscal 2021, and $633.0
million for the European RV segment compared to $602.5 million in
the first quarter of fiscal 2021.
The increase in consolidated net sales is primarily due to the
continuing demand for RVs and recent acquisitions. The addition of the Tiffin Group, acquired in December of 2020,
accounted for $228.3 million of the increase in net sales for
the first quarter of fiscal 2022, while the addition of Airxcel,
acquired in September of 2021, accounted for $88.8 million
of the increase in net sales for the first quarter of fiscal 2022,
net of intercompany sales.

SANDWICHPANELS
forpassion

Born from the merger of two companies already active in the market
of sandwich panels for the RV sector, Palomar currently produces various
types of panels for walls, roofs and floors of campers, caravans and mobile homes.
Different types of materials are used to form the sandwich, based on the customer’s request.
Palomar is currently spread across several factories, a short distance from each other, for a total of
11,000 square meters of operational area.
In recent years, important investments have been made for the growth of the company, the expansion
of the product range and the increase in production capacity. The new machinery allows us to benefit
from the most advanced technology; the new spaces to streamline the process of handling materials
and finished products. Today Palomar also produces heated floors for recreational vehicles.

Palomar s.r.l. • Via Milano, 2/20 • 50052 Certaldo (FI) • Italy • +39 0571 664573 • www.palomaritaly.net
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Knaus Tabbert: +8.6% in revenue in 2021
Based on preliminary figures for the
2021 financial year, Knaus Tabbert AG
has achieved a consolidated group revenue of EUR 863 million (previous year:
EUR 795 million). This corresponds to
an increase of 8.6 percent compared to
the previous year’s figure. This slightly exceeded the Management Board’s
revenue forecast of EUR 850 million,
which was updated on 4 November
2021.
The temporary shift in production capacity from motorhomes to caravans,
which have lower revenues, is reflected
in this sales figures. The main reason
for that was the general supply bottleneck for motorised chassis.
“The significant growth in revenue and
sales underlines the attractiveness of
our brands for dealers and customers.
The high demand for recreational vehicles continues unbroken, which is also
reflected in our order backlog of 1.3 billion EUR as of December 2021,” comments Wolfgang Speck, CEO of Knaus

Tabbert AG on the past year.
“The challenges along the supply chain
have demanded a lot from us, our suppliers and our customers. In the course
of the fourth quarter of 2021, we were
able to successively reduce the delivery backlogs of unfinished vehicles,” he
continued.
In detail, revenues in the luxury segment increased by 13.7 per cent from
EUR 107 million to EUR 122 million in
the 2021 financial year. 501 vehicles
were invoiced, compared to 452 in the
previous year. A plus of 10.8 percent.
In the Premium segment, revenue increased by 7.8 percent from EUR 687
million in 2020 to EUR 741 million in the
past year. Sales even increased by 11.3
percent from 23,897 motorhomes, caravans and vans to 26,588 units. These
figures reflect the temporary shift in
production from motorhomes to caravans, which were less affected by supply bottlenecks.
“In many industries, 2021 was charac-

terised by strained supply chains. Our
flexible production planning across locations allowed us to react quickly to
the unavailability of various materials
at short notice and bring forward other
orders,” Speck continued. “This allowed
us to significantly reduce the overall
impact on our business and achieve
optimisation along the value chain.”
The audited consolidated financial
statements of Knaus Tabbert AG will
be published at 30 March 2022.
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N ews
Erwin Hymer Group and Ford agree on strategic partnership
Ford and the Erwin Hymer Group
(EHG) have signed a framework agreement for the delivery of light commercial vehicles of the Ford Transit and
Ford Transit Custom series as basis for
recreational vehicles and completed
motorhomes. In addition, a strategic
partnership has been agreed that includes a shared view of future customer needs and the legal framework. At
its core, it is about topics such as emissions legislation, electrification, digitization, connectivity, and the integration of driver assistance systems. Ford
also closely integrates EHG into the
product development process. With
the agreement, both companies are
responding to the caravanning boom
that has been going on for the past
eight years. The cooperation focuses
on the Ford Transit panel vans and lowframe chassis and Ford Transit Custom
station wagons, which are used as the
basis for camper vans, semi-integrated
and alcove motorhomes from the EHG
brands. The basic vehicles will be produced in the Ford plant in Kocaeli /Turkey and will be delivered in instalments
from 2022 to 2024. Ford is investing,

among other things, in
expanding
production
capacities in Kocaeli and
is also strengthening its
organizational structure
in various European and
German corporate divisions. This is not the first
business agreement for
the two partners. In the
early 1980s, the Ford
Transit was the basis for
the Hymercar – the first
camping bus from the
Hymer brand. In 2004 Ford and Hymer
agreed on the delivery of Ford base vehicles for partially and fully integrated
camper solutions as well as for alcove
conversions.
Martin Brandt, CEO of the Erwin Hymer Group: “The two Ford Transit series
convinced us as the base vehicles for
our brands. Our customers will particularly appreciate their diversity, innovative assistance solutions and attractive
design. Ford has also given us a clear
strategy for developing its commercial
vehicle business in Europe. We therefore see an ideal prerequisite for further

expanding the long-term partnership”.
Hans Jörg Klein, Deputy Chairman of
the Management Board of Ford-Werke
GmbH: “At Ford, we have many years of
experience and a great passion for mobile homes. We are all the more excited
that our two commercial vehicle series
Custom and Transit – and especially the
new versions ‘Active’ and ‘Trail’ – have
convinced the Erwin Hymer Group and
that we are now able to supply another
equally strong and innovative partner.
We are thus participating in one of the
fastest growing vehicle segments in
Europe”.

DexKo Global acquires supplier The Expediter
and manufacturer Progress
The Dexter Axle Company (“Dexter”), a wholly-owned
subsidiary of DexKo Global Inc., has recently acquired
The Expediter, LLC (“The Expediter”) located in West
Palm Beach, Florida, which has been supplying dealers,
wholesale and OEM customers with trailer parts since
1979; and Progress Mfg. Inc. (“Progress”), located in Provo, Utah, a manufacturer of high-quality, custom-engineered, safety-critical towing and trailering products.
The Expediter supplies wholesale trailer parts, braking
systems, towing solutions, suspensions, and trailer electrical
parts. “Adding The Expediter,
their knowledgeable employees and valued customers, will
allow us to better serve our
customers in the southeast,” said Fred Bentley, CEO of
DexKo Global. “Bringing The Expediter into the Dexter
Distribution Group provides a strategic location in South
Florida that will help to better serve our combined customers while also continuing to build on the success and
growth of the business,” added Adam Dexter, President
and CEO of Dexter. Sven Magnuson, Operations Manager of The Expediter, said: “We are proud to combine the
legacy of our own family business with that of Dexter’s.
The Expediter has worked with Dexter Axle and its other
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companies for nearly 40 years”.
Progress’ well-known brand names Equal-i-zer® Hitch
and Fastway® Trailer Products are sold through an extensive dealer network in North America. For over 75
years, Progress has been focused on designing and making award-winning towing products such as hitches, ball
mounts, wheel chocks, and other trailer accessories that
keep travelers safe on the road.
“The products and people at Progress make a great addition to the Dexter portfolio, rounding out an already diverse offering,” said Fred Bentley. “Together, Dexter and
Progress will be able to further support our collective
customers. We look forward to working with the Progress
team to continue to offer innovative new towing solution
products”. Adam Dexter, President and CEO of Dexter
added, “This truly is a great fit
for Dexter and Progress; both
companies have a long-standing focus on high-quality products and outstanding customer
service with a strong brand recognition in the towing industry”. Jed Anderson, CEO of
Progress said: “We are excited to join the Dexter family. This is a great opportunity to continue to grow the
brands we have developed over the past 75 years.

Ideas,
Design and
Solutions
Manufactured

MAGNETIC
PROFILE SYSTEM
Flexible customised
storage organiser with
an array of accessory
options

www.baldacci.it
info@baldacci.it
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N ews
Dometic’s fourth quarter report
2021: 32% increase in net sales
Dometic’s CEO, Juan Vargues, President and CEO made the
following comment:
“2021 became a new and important milestone for Dometic. We continued to successfully drive our transformational
agenda and achieved all-time high net sales and operating
profit despite several new pandemic breakouts, unprecedent
supply chain constrains and raw material and freight cost increases during the year. Net sales in the quarter totaled SEK
5,542 m (4,213), corresponding to growth of 32%. Organic
net sales growth was 2%. For the full year 2021, we achieved
record-high net sales of SEK 21.5 b with organic growth of
23%. Excluding the acquired Igloo business, EBITA before
items affecting comparability in the quarter improved to
SEK 644 m (536) corresponding to a margin of 12.8% (12.7)
despite the negative impact of supply chain constraints and
higher raw material prices. We continued to adjust our pricing to compensate for the increased costs and see a positive
development compared to the third quarter. Sales and marketing investments have been increased compared to a year
ago to drive growth in the new strategic areas. In addition,
we had a low cost base in the fourth quarter 2020, still influenced by the pandemic related lock-downs. Including the
Igloo business, EBITA before items affecting comparability in
the quarter improved to SEK 632 m (536), corresponding to
a margin of 11.4% (12.7)”.
“Nine acquisitions were announced in 2021, mainly targeting the Outdoor market. [...] Further acquisitions, as well as
divestments of non-strategic areas, are planned to further
improve the mix and reduce the exposure to cyclicality stepwise. The innovation index improved to 26% (22) and the
pipeline of new products to be launched remains strong.
The cost reduction program remains a top priority. While
COVID-19 related effects impacted the implementation pace
in 2021, cost reduction activities are expected to accelerate in 2022. Implementation of our sustainability roadmap
continues, and CO2 ton/net sales has decreased by an impressive 24% compared with 2020, which exceeds the 2021
target level. New ambitious sustainability targets have been
implemented across the organization for the 2022–2024
period. Cash flow for the period was SEK -5,593 m (1,017),
impacted by the completed acquisition of Igloo. Operating
cash flow for the quarter was SEK 546 m (724), and the net
debt leverage ratio was 2.6x (2.0x). We continue to be optimistic about the demand outlook for forthcoming quarters.
Our order backlog is record-high and retail inventory levels
are low across all vertical end markets. The global supply
chain disturbances impacting many industries remain challenging”.
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H.B. Fuller acquires Apollo

H.B. Fuller Company has finalized its purchase of Apollo,
the United Kingdom’s largest independent manufacturer
of liquid adhesives, coatings and primers for the roofing,
industrial and construction markets. Apollo manufactures
and sells a diverse range of commercial roofing, construction, and adhesives solutions. It is based in Tamworth, UK,
and is projected to have 2022 revenue of approximately £42 million and EBITDA of approximately £11 million.
Apollo will operate within H.B. Fuller’s existing Construction Adhesives and Engineering Adhesives business units,
and is expected to enhance H.B. Fuller’s position in key
high-value, high-margin markets in the UK and Europe.
Apollo complements H.B. Fuller’s Construction Adhesives businesses in Europe and its recent addition in early
January 2022 of Fourny nv in Belgium, which had 2021
sales of €8 million and EBITDA of €2.1 million. The industrial adhesive solutions business will enhance H.B. Fuller’s
Engineering Adhesives’ transportation product line with
high-performance applications for panel laminations in
caravans and motor homes, PVC door panels, insulation,
furniture, textiles, aircraft seating and marine vessels. Total purchase price for the two acquisitions was $211 million, a multiple of 12.3X EBITDA before synergies. Annual
run-rate synergies of $8 million are expected to be realized over the next three years, resulting in a post synergy
multiple of 8.4X EBITDA.

Nominations open for
Caravan Industry Association
of Australia awards
The Caravan Industry Association of Australia is seeking
nominations for its high-profile industry awards. There
are three major awards that it is accepting nominations
for: The Eric Hayman Award for Excellence, the Gerry
Ryan OAM Award for Innovation, and the Future Leaders Award.
The Eric Hayman Award for Excellence is the industry’s
most prestigious award and has been running for more
than 30 years. Nominees should have made a significant
positive impact at a national level.
In recognition of the long standing contribution to the
industry (and the industry body) a new award was introduced in 2019, carrying the name of the Gerry Ryan
OAM. For the purpose of this award, innovation is defined as “the implementation of creative ideas in order
to generate value. Value can be measured in increased
revenue, cost savings, efficiency gains, or social improvement such as safety.”
The Future Leaders Award recognizes and rewards
dedication and outstanding achievements from younger individuals under the age of 40 working within the
Caravan & Camping Industry.
The winners will be announced at the National Conference Gala Dinner on Friday 1st April 2022.

Craft as
a service

Euramax for Mobility offers many
advantages for owners and
manufacturers of recreational
vehicles. Our aluminium cladding
materials give your vehicle a
premium look that lasts a lifetime
and can be recycled infinitely.

euramaxcladding.com
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N ews
Winnebago Industries releases 2021 corporate Responsibility Report
Winnebago Industries, Inc. has published its 2021 Corporate
Responsibility Report, that features baseline data to support
the company’s recent commitment to net-zero greenhouse
gas emissions by 2050 and outlines leadership investments
in both environmental sustainability and diversity, equity and
inclusion. Winnebago Industries 2021 Corporate Responsibility Report highlights include:
• Environment, Social and Governance (ESG) priorities include updates on our progress to date and future goal setting.
• The company has set goals to achieve net-zero greenhouse
gas emissions, zero waste-to-landfill and water reduction by
2050. The report includes baseline data we will use to set science-based targets, aligned with the Science Based Target
initiative.
• Advancing diversity, equity and inclusion within our workforce, the outdoor industry and our operating communities
remains a steadfast commitment. At the corporate board level, 27 percent of directors are women and 27 percent are racially or ethnically diverse.
• Winnebago Industries maintained a strong safety record,
despite unprecedented risks presented by the COVID-19
pandemic. Since 2016, the company has reduced Total Recordable Incidence Rate by 70 percent. In 2021, CEO Michael
Happe engaged 500+ employees in small group listening sessions and manufacturing facility safety walks.

We invested $1.4 million in community organizations driving
social impact in outdoor equity, access and community. The
Winnebago Industries Foundation deepened partnerships
with the National Park Foundation, the Outdoor Foundation
and No Barriers USA. The Foundation continues to develop
and expand partnerships with outdoor equity partners led by
Black, Indigenous and people of color (BIPOC) and women
leaders.
• In 2021, we introduced the GO Together Fund, designed
to assist employees facing hardship. The year-round fund is
modeled after the COVID-19 immediate response fund the
company created in 2020, providing $425,000 in emergency
hardship assistance.

ProSmart
MONITOR YOUR ADVENTURES

TEAM
BMPRO
.COM
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Lippert achieves record net sales in fourth
quarter (+55%) and for full year (+60%)
LCI Industries, through its wholly-owned
subsidiary, Lippert Components, Inc.
(“Lippert”), has achieved record fourth
quarter results with net sales of $1.2
billion (+55%). Net sales from acquisitions in 2020 and 2021 contributed
a combined $97 million in the fourth
quarter. Its full year 2021 results also set
new records with net sales of $4.5 billion (+60%). Other highlights from the
fourth quarter results from 2021 include
record net income of $82.3 million, up
$33.6 million, or 69%, year-over-year.
North American RV OEM net sales grew
to $689.4 million in the fourth quarter,
up 71% year-over-year, driven by record wholesale and retail demand for
the quarter. Adjacent Industries OEM
net sales grew to $288.0 million in the
fourth quarter, up 52% year-over-year,
while the aftermarket segment net
sales grew to $197.0 million in the fourth
quarter, up 25% year-over-year. For the
full year, 20211, Lippert achieved record

net sales of $4.5 billion, up
60% year-over-year, record
net income of $287.7 million, up $129.3 million, or
82%, year-over-year. Lippert completed six strategic acquisitions in 2021 for
a combined cash purchase
price of $194.1 million.
“Despite significant challenges faced, specifically involving labor, freight, and supply chains, our
teams came through to deliver a record
achievement of $4.5 billion in revenues in
2021. This performance is the direct result of the dedication of our team members who worked tirelessly to overcome
these headwinds by leveraging our automation and continuous improvement
initiatives. In addition, our teams volunteered for a combined 100,000 hours
throughout the year, an incredible stride
in our commitment to supporting our
communities,” commented Jason Lip-

pert, LCI Industries’ President and Chief
Executive Officer. “Our culture continues to be a cornerstone of our success,
as we live and breathe innovation in all
areas of the business and continue to
challenge our teams to meet heightened demand levels. Organic growth
was up significantly this year, and, at the
same time, we further laid the groundwork for long-term growth through six
strategic acquisitions which expanded
our competitive footprint in new, growing markets while adding a wide range
of innovative offerings.”

Lighting specialists
for mobile applications

Via Galileo Galilei 7
22070 Guanzate (CO)
Italy
vendite@dimatec.it
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N ews
RV industry sets new record with
over 600,000 units produced in 2021
The RV Industry Association’s December 2021 survey of manufacturers reveals that total RV shipments for 2021 ended with a record
600,240 wholesale shipments, surpassing the 2017 total of 504,599
shipments by 19%.
“For decades, the RV industry has
been growing with more and more
people turning to RVs as the perfect way to experience the great
outdoors. While the demand for
RVs has been amplified over the
past two years, the pandemic also
created several obstacles and challenges for our industry,” said RV
Industry Association President &
CEO Craig Kirby. “But through their
hard work and innovation, our manufacturers and suppliers are rising
to meet these challenges, building a

record 600,000 RVs this past year,
sending more RVs to dealer lots
across North America than ever before, and allowing more people to
experience the joys of RVing.”
Total RV shipments for 2021 increased 39.5% over the 430,412
units shipped in 2020. Towable RVs,
led by conventional travel trailers,
ended 2021 up 39.6% against 2020
with 544,028 wholesale shipments.
Motorhomes finished the year up
37.8% compared to 2020 with
56,212 units. Park Model RV finished
the year up 5.7% compared to 2020
with 3,923 units shipped.
Results from the RV Industry Association’s December 2021 survey
of manufacturers also determined
that total RV shipments ended
the month with 40,347 units, a decrease of (-0.1%) compared to the
40,382 units shipped during December 2020. Towable RVs, led by
conventional travel trailers, ended the month up 1.1% against last
December with 36,908 wholesale
shipments. Motorhomes finished
the month down (-11.3%) compared
to the same month last year with
3,439 units. Park Model RVs ended
the month down (-9.0%) compared
to December 2020 with 244 wholesale shipments.

Knaus Tabbert:
agreement with
Mercedes-Benz
Knaus Tabbert AG has signed an agreement with the premium manufacturer
Mercedes-Benz Commercial Vehicles
for the supply of light commercial vehicles as the basis for motorhomes. The
Mercedes-Benz Sprinter series can now
be selected as the base vehicle for its
Weinsberg motorhomes brand.
“With the premium manufacturer Mercedes-Benz Commercial Vehicles, our
customers, dealers and we are gaining
a reliable and high-quality partner,” says
Wolfang Speck, CEO of Knaus Tabbert
AG. “Mercedes-Benz stands equally for
innovation, quality and sustainability in
the automotive sector and is therefore
a perfect partner for Knaus Tabbert and
the execution of our growth targets.”
With the broader supplier base, Knaus
Tabbert significantly improves its own
ability to deliver, which was recently
restricted by the semiconductor crisis.
From the second quarter of 2022, the
Mercedes-Benz Sprinter chassis will be
used in Weinsberg brand motorhomes.

Thor Industries acquires Elkhart Composites, Inc.
Thor Industries, Inc. has announced the acquisition of
Elkhart, Indiana-based Elkhart Composites, Inc. by Thor’s
Airxcel, Inc. subsidiary. Elkhart Composites is engaged
in the development and sale of a proprietary sustainable
foamed polypropylene-based
composite material marketed
and sold under the “Elkboard”
brand name. Elkboard is lightweight, rigid and durable, and
used in the RV industry for sidewalls, helping to alleviate the
industry’s dependence on traditional lauan-based sidewalls.
“We are excited about this acquisition for so many different
reasons.” said Bob Martin, Thor
President and CEO. “First, Elkboard is a far more sustainable solution than traditional
lauan-based sidewalls. For decades, the RV industry has
sourced lauan wood from tropical hardwood forests which
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continue to be over-harvested. As the recent supply-chain
constraints have demonstrated, sourcing such materials
from the other side of the world can no longer be taken
for granted and our ability to quality-control lauan product
is severely limited. Elkboard, on
the other hand, is sustainable,
and is fabricated locally. Second, Elkboard is an innovative
and superior product already
utilized in many of our RV offerings. Its current use in sidewalls is only the beginning for
this product. With additional
R&D investment we expect it
can be utilized as a solution in
several other RV applications.
Third, the growth potential of
Elkboard is exponential. Our companies have been purchasing 100% of the Elkboard produced but that number
has only supported a fraction of the RVs we produce.

OUR ROLLER BLINDS
ARE DESIGNED
FOR MAKING
YOUR ADVENTURES
MORE ENJOYABLE
THAN EVER!
STOPS IN EVERY POSITION
RATCHET LEVER RH OR LH
BREAKING SYSTEM FOR A GENTLY REWIND
WALL OR ROOF MOUNTING WITHOUT ANY MODIFICATION

NO GUIDE RODS
YOU CAN FIX IT IN DIFFERENT POSITIONS
RATCHET LEVER RH OR LH CAN BE REQUESTED

www.lamspa.it

We Take Care Of You.
Via Guido Rossa, 4
41057 Spilamberto (MO) - Italy
Tel. +39 059 784392 - Fax +39 059 7474210 - welcome@lamspa.it
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N ews
KOA announces plans for camper-friendly EV charging
at campgrounds in USA and Canada
The RV Industry Association (RVIA) has reported that
Kampgrounds of America (KOA) has announced a programme to implement Level 2 EV Chargers designed by
Jamestown Advanced Products at select campground
locations across the United States and Canada. Campground owners within KOA’s network of 520 campgrounds
are now eligible to purchase KOA-branded electric vehicle
(EV) chargers for their properties with the intent to roll out
at campgrounds in early 2022. The Level 2 EV Charging
stations will be produced in partnership with Jamestown
Advanced Products, supporting KOA’s goal of promoting
sustainable transportation and infrastructure at KOA campgrounds. According to KOA’s latest research, one in five
campers have an EV in their household, compared to 12%
of non-campers. The national average for EV ownership is
around 7%. KOA is excited to bring this amenity to campers
and RVers who own electric vehicles at a higher rate than
the national average. This program is an innovative way to
bring power and efficient vehicle charging to guests with
electric vehicles who enjoy the great outdoors. Each unit
will be able to charge one electric vehicle while also pro-

viding amperage for RVs through an
available outlet. The Level 2 chargers
utilize a 240-volt electric supply and
can charge the vehicle up to 10 times
faster than a Level 1 (120-volt) charger.
“KOA is always looking for innovative
ways to make our properties more
environmentally friendly and reduce
our carbon footprint. This amenity is a
first-of-its-kind for a campground network, and we could not be more excited to offer EV chargers as an amenity to campground owners and guests
alike,” said Toby O’Rourke, president
and CEO of Kampgrounds of America.
“It’s an important step in promoting
sustainability in the outdoor industry
and making it easy for electric vehicle
owners to enjoy their favorite activities
such as camping, road tripping and
RVing.”

The Caravan Industry Association of Australia released the
Business Conditions Report
The CIAA helds a detailed survey and deeply focuses on
the market in order to provide both the National RV industry and the Federal Goverment the means to analyze
the situation and find keypoints useful for the growth and
to stem the current difficulties.
The Caravan Industry Association of Australia released,
last January 2022, the Business Conditions Report in
which all the facts and dynamics taking place in the Australian RV market are highlighted and analyzed in detail.
The pandemic situation, still ongoing, in fact, has created
the need, for the Federal Government and for the industry
itself, to investigate and identify the critical points and,
at the same time, the positive values in the field that can
be a drive to overcome the difficulties brought by this
unexpected historical moment. So, by this online survey,
The Caravan Industry Association of Australia provides a
detailed picture of the business conditions, supply chain
impacts, insurance difficulties, trends and many other issues that the caravanning camping sector is currently facing. The survey was aimed to the full range of players in
the market, such as RV manufacturers, RV importers and
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Oem, but also caravan parks, dealerships, repairers, rental
companies and land lease communities and it highlights
important facts. It is revealed, in fact, that companies still
have a very cautious attitude, despite the waning of the
health emergency, towards economic growth forecasts.
Added to this are further difficulties such as a shortage of
sufficiently skilled personnel, cost increases, supply chain
or wavering consumer confidence.
The National production, reveals the Business Conditions
Report, indeed, is continually constrained by leaps in the
supply chain, which generates increased costs of raw
materials and salaries while, on the other hand, the demand for recreational vehicles has never been so high and
imports have never marked better numbers. In the more
than 150 questions that attendees answered, the survey
also addressed other issues affecting the performance of
the Australian RV industry, in its overall picture, such as
the swings in the insurance market which happen with
the exit of several insurance providers, unwilling to take
more risk in the industry, and the increase in premiums
and costs for operators. We discover, also, that Australian
companies, despite some had suffered attacks, consider cyber violation a low risk and, from this point of view,
more attention and prevention is probably necessary. The
impact of the RV industry on the environment was also investigated, revealing that more and more companies feel
a stronger awareness of environmental and social responsibility towards the consumer and are well aware of the
competitive advantage that occurs when
the company and the end customer share
their objectives.
To get into deeper details of the Business
Conditions Report 2022 use the QR code:

Photo: GettyImages

When nature calls

INCINERATION
TOILET ADAPTED
TO CARAVANS AND
MOBILE UNITS

Cinderella Travel represents a totally new way to
handle waste, easily, without the hassle of emptying
in designated areas. The toilets are designed and
produced in Norway, known for longevity an high
quality with excellent capacity and sustainable,
ecological design – without polluting outcomes.
Cinderella Travel provides a hygienic and easy way
to dispose of toilet waste safely.

Learn more about Cinderella at cinderellaeco.com
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N ews
Knaus Tabbert closes
acquisition of the
WVD Group
Knaus Tabbert AG has closed the
acquisition of 100% of the shares
in the WVD Group and is now the
sole owner of the dealer for leisure
vehicles. Knaus Tabbert had already
announced the acquisition of the
WVD Group in December. All conditions for the transaction have now
been fulfilled.
“With this acquisition, we are expanding our geographical market
position and strengthening our position in south-western Germany.
We have succeeded in binding a
very successful sales partner closely to our company and in the future
we will be able to further deepen
access to our end customers”, Gerd
Adamietzki, CSO of Knaus Tabbert
AG, commented on the transaction.
In addition to the sale and rental of
recreational vehicles, WVD Südcaravan offers a portfolio of services and
is a long-standing dealer partner of
Knaus Tabbert. With around 40 employees and over 20,000m² of sales
and service space, the dealer is one
of the leading suppliers of recreational vehicles in southern Germany. In the 2020/21 financial year, a
total turnover of around 20 million
euros was generated, mainly with
Knaus Tabbert vehicles.

Trigano
acquires three
leisure vehicle
distributors in
France
Trigano has announced
that it has received the
approval of the French Competition
Authority for the acquisition of 70%
of the capital and voting rights of the
CLC, SLC and Loisiréo groups, subject
to conditions.
Trigano has undertaken to divest two
concessions in order to resolve identified competition concerns, these divestments represent less than 5% of
the whole activity of the three distribution groups.
CLC, SLC and Loisiréo groups employ

around 800 people and achieved
together a turnover of around €
400 million in 2020, all three generate profits. Taking into account the
level of Trigano’s sales to these distributors, the contribution of consolidated sales resulting from these
acquisitions is expected to stand at
roughly € 350 million.
The managers of the CLC, SLC and
Loisiréo would continue to lead and
to develop their respective groups.

AL-KO introduces HY4 hydraulic jack system for
six further variants of the Mercedes-Benz Sprinter
The AL-KO Vehicle Technology Group is
making six further variants of the HY4
hydraulic jack system for the current Mercedes-Benz Sprinter base vehicles with
front or rear-wheel drive. These include
2- and 3-axle AMC and SLC chassis, original MB frames and panel vans. The HY4
jack system is therefore available for the
majority of motorhome types based on
the current Mercedes-Benz Sprinter. The
fastening and assembly kits for the jack
system have been newly developed for
this purpose. They have been developed
according to AL-KO development and
test guidelines and put through their
paces by Mercedes-Benz for component
compatibility. The AL-KO HY4 support
system can automatically level a motorhome weighing up to six tonnes in
about one minute – much easier than
trying to do this manually using blocks/

wedges. Another benefit of the HY4 jack
system is that it also makes the vehicle
more stable while living inside the vehicle. If required, the system can also be
equipped with a weighing function. ALKO has also adapted the control to the
guidelines for safety devices required by
Mercedes-Benz for electronics. This particular effort resulted in the HY4 being
the first hydraulic support system on the
market to be provided with a compatibility certificate by Mercedes-Benz.

Go RVing promotes Karen Redfern to Chief Marketing Officer/Senior VP
The RV Industry Association has announced that Karen Redfern has been promoted to Chief Marketing Officer/Senior
Vice President of Go RVing.
“In her time with Go RVing, Karen launched the
programme into the digital and social media powerhouse it has become,” said RVIndustry Association Executive Vice President, James Ashurst, “She
has built an outstanding team of talented marketers who have developed and executed award-winning promotions across all forms of media and
platforms, delivering daily on Go RVing’s primary
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mission to engage and attract new consumers to RVing”.
Karen Redfern commented: “It has been an amazing professional journey with the RV industry for over 30
years, especially being a part of the process that
has taken GO RVing from an idea to one of the
most envied industry marketing programmes”.
As Chief Marketing Officer, Karen Redfern leads a
team of marketing and communications professionals responsible for the industry’s brand marketing campaign, including partnerships and consumer trends and research.

SOLID, CERTIFIED & LIGHTWEIGHT:
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N ews
Truma ranked as among the most popular accessory brands
Truma has been ranked among the
most popular accessory brands in
four product categories by readers of
promobil and Caravanning magazines
in Germany. A total of 20,488 certified readers from the two magazines
(‘promobil’: 14,037, ‘Caravaning’: 6,451),
voted for their favourite brands across

all the essential market product segments. Truma secured third place with
its Cooler portable fridge/freezer in
the ‘Refrigerator’ category. Readers
awarded Truma second prize in the ‘Air
conditioning systems’ category, with it
being a close call between Truma and
the first place spot when compared to
the previous year. In the ‘Heaters’ category, the readers ranked Truma number
one. An overwhelming 81.2% of the
readers voted Truma heaters their
first choice. For the seventh time in
a row, the caravanners ranked the
Truma Mover as their second favourite brand in the Manoeuvring systems category.
“We’re truly delighted that the
camping community really appreciates Truma products and that over

the past year we have been able to
draw on the findings of the Open Innovation principle and develop our products even further. We want to be worthy of the trust that has been placed
in us by developing solutions to make
camping even more comfortable and
connected”, explains Martin Eichelbrönner, Managing Director Commercial of the Truma Group.

Philippe Gerboin is
retiring as Thetford’s
key account manager
South-Europe

Monomoy Capital Partners
becomes the new owner of Thetford
Monomoy Capital Partners, a middle-market private investment firm
focused on operational value creation,
has signed a definitive agreement to
acquire Thetford Corporation (Thetford) from The Dyson-Kissner-Moran
Corporation (DKM). The transaction
remains subject to customary closing
conditions and regulatory approval.
DKM is a private investment company
(www.dkmcorp.com) that has owned
Thetford for more than three decades
and will retain a meaningful equity interest in the Company.
Founded in 1963, Thetford is a global supplier of sanitation, refrigeration
and cooking solutions for the RV and
Marine industries. Thetford operates in
all major global markets and maintains
facilities and offices in 10 countries
worldwide. The Company has built a
market leading position in each of its
product offerings across all geographies. Its products are sold to original
equipment manufacturers (“OEMs”)
for use on new Recreational Vehicles,
as well as into the aftermarket through
multiple channels, including distributors, dealers, retailers and e-commerce.
The company’s global headquarters
are in Etten-Leur, Netherlands and its
U.S headquarters are in Ann Arbor,
MI. Stéphane Cordeille will continue
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to lead as the global CEO from the
company’s executive leadership office in Etten-Leur, Netherlands.
“I look forward to partnering with
the Monomoy team as Thetford enters the next phase in its evolution.
We are confident that their operational playbook, deep knowledge of
our industry and end-markets and
eagerness to further ingrain Thetford as the go-to supplier across the
RV OEM and aftermarket channels
will drive continued success going
forward,” said Mr. Cordeille. “Under
Monomoy’s ownership, we will continue to focus on product quality, innovation and excellent service.”
Monomoy Co-CEO Justin Hillenbrand commented, “We are excited
to partner with Stéphane Cordeille
and the rest of the Thetford management team. Thetford’s management team has built a global brand
within the RV market that has a
long-standing, enthusiast customer
base. It has developed strong customer relationships driven by its focus on product quality and customer
service. We look forward to growing
the business organically as well as
through mergers and acquisitions
and believe Thetford is uniquely
positioned to benefit from strong
RV demand and an increasing RV
installed base that will provide the
opportunity to grow its aftermarket
business for years to come”.

Philippe Gerboin and Fabrizio Di Piazza

After 26 years of service to the RV market, Philippe Gerboin is retiring as Thetford’s key account manager South-Europe on February 1st, 2022, leaving a
complete and experienced Thetford
SARL team behind. Fabrizio Di Piazza
is taking over his key account management responsibilities.
Philippe Gerboin joined Thetford on
June 12th, 1996, almost 26 years ago, as
managing a subsidiary of an international company with sales responsibilities
was his ambition. Gerboin was hired by
the current CEO of Thetford, Stéphane
Cordeille, who used to be responsible
for the French office in the past. Gerboin
commented: ”I feel lucky to cooperate
with Stéphane Cordeille for so many
years. He trusted me and continuously
challenged me with new responsibilities.
I started as sales manager France, then
became in charge of Spain Portugal to
end up as key account manager South
Europe.”
“The French team, in whom I have complete confidence, is complete and experienced. A two-headed management will
take over with the same spirit that was
mine. Fabrizio Di Piazza is taking over
sales responsibilities for South Europe
and Marie Boulanger, General Manager
Sales & Service, will manage the French
Thetford office. I will remain a Thetford
friend, but long live the retirement!”

Our products
match any season.
With over 40 years of experience in the caravanning sector,
Teleco is proudly alongside many RV manufacturers
as OEM supplier.

Assistance network at European level.
Internal research and development. Quality made in Europe. 40 years of experience.

www.telecogroup.com
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T he floor to FERNANDO ORTIZ

¡Gracias
España!
Next goal:
Europe
While being at the helm of Benimar
for 20 years, Fernando Ortiz has
brought the Spanish brand to the
standards of the best European
manufacturers. Now, Ortiz is also
engaged in a new challenge: to
grow the production site of
Mediterraneo VDL, a company
created to produce Trigano
Group’s mini-vans with
pop-up roofs

W

e interviewed the Spanish
manager, who was born in
1965 and has lived most of his
life in the Peniscola area, north of Valencia, where Benimar is based.
Aboutcamp BtoB: In a European landscape dominated by German, French,
Italian and UK manufacturers, a Spanish company like Benimar is certainly a rarity. How important was being
from Spain – a positive or negative?
Fernando Ortiz: Spain is not considered a leading country for technology
and production, but we must not forget that Spanish industry has played
an important role in the manufacture
of cars for many years now. To obtain
valid results abroad, we have always focused on product quality and customer care.
Aboutcamp BtoB: 20 years ago Benimar joined the Trigano Group. What
has changed in those 20 years and
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how important has being a member
of the Trigano Group been?
Fernando Ortiz: Originally, the company made a customized product, almost
tailor-made for the customer. This line
of business worked very well from
the company’s foundation until 2002.
Then, when Trigano bought Benimar,
we agreed with Francois Feuillet to
make a less customized, more standardized product, in order to better
manage large volumes of production.
Between 2002 and 2007 we worked to
have serial production, with high volumes. Being part of a group like Trigano is always an advantage. Without
Trigano’s support we would never have
got to where we are today.
Aboutcamp BtoB: What have been
the fundamental stages of Benimar’s
development over the last 20 years?
Fernando Ortiz: We have expanded
the company since 2004, after starting
series production. We have expanded

the manufacturing of sandwich panels,
created a new carpentry section and
a longer production line: there have
been many changes, in fact, today, the
company has nothing to do with the
original one. We can say that 2005 and
2015 are the two most important years,
the strongest moments in recent history. But we never stop...
Aboutcamp BtoB: For several years
Benimar was a little known brand on
the European scene, then the growth
began and now it is one of the pillars
of Trigano Group. Why has Benimar
gained more and more importance?
Fernando Ortiz: Many years ago, together with Francois Feuillet, we
thought about some projects, we tried
to carry out. We decided to try to do
one thing and see where we would go.
And we have come further than expected!
Aboutcamp BtoB: How much have ex-
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ports changed? What are your main
markets?
Fernando Ortiz: Benimar has always
exported a lot of its production. We
have always thought that exports are
very important and that we need to be
present on many markets. Today, exports represent about 80% of turnover.
The main markets for us are Spain and
France, then we have a very important
presence in Germany, where we only
started sales two years ago with excellent results thanks to the mix of quality and service. Then there is the United Kingdom, where we do well, and
also Belgium, where we are often the
second brand in terms of registration
numbers. These are the five most important markets for Benimar.
Aboutcamp BtoB: For some years,
Benimar has had strong manufacturing links with Challenger and Chausson. Most of your models were very
similar to those of the two French
brands from Trigano. Is there still this
link?
Fernando Ortiz: For a while, we had
common products and we also built
vehicles for Trigano VDL, then gradually we decided to create a different
product. The construction technique
was very similar, but today it is less so.
We had similar products to Challenger and Chausson, especially between
2005 and 2008, then we differentiated,
and in 2014 we concluded the collaboration, taking our own path. We wanted to create our own personal style, a
“Benimar style”.
Aboutcamp BtoB: Are you working on
the eco-sustainability of the product
and internal production processes?
Fernando Ortiz: Today, we are looking
for materials that are recyclable, not
only in the vehicle walls, to create a

product that leaves less residues in the
environment. Concerning the chassis,
Trigano is working on energy transition projects at group level. At the production level we try to use less water,
we use less contaminating products
and for the generation of electricity
we have self-generation projects with
photovoltaic solar systems.
Aboutcamp BtoB: How did you experience the difficult period of the pandemic and how are you living with it
now?
Fernando Ortiz: The pandemic had a
major impact. It was very difficult, especially, when at a certain point, there
was no end in sight. Then we began to
work gradually with the staff, and took
all possible measures to minimize the
risk. Obviously, we must also consider
the problems related to the supply of
materials: the last two years have been
complex and it is not over; we still have
supply problems, like everyone else, for
the frames, the microchips and various
technical components.
Aboutcamp BtoB: What measures
are you taking to solve the problem
of the shortage of frames and other
components?
Fernando Ortiz: In this sector there
are few suppliers, which is a reality we
have to live with. We have entered into
a flexible agreement with our employees: when the materials are available,
we work, otherwise we stop production for half a day, a day, or a week,
depending on the situation, then we
recover.
Aboutcamp BtoB: As for the chassis,
will you continue to focus on Stellantis and Ford?
Fernando Ortiz: The idea is to continue
like this with Fiat/Stellantis and Ford

Benimar
The company was founded in
Spain in 1974 (Caravanas Benimar) to build caravans and in 1978
the first autocaravan was built. In
1984 the Geensen family acquired
the property and began manufacturing mobile homes. In 1996 the
new factory in Peniscola was built.
In 2002 Benimar was bought by
Trigano. Today Benimar has a production capacity of over 4,000
vehicles / year, the production
site has an area of 130,000 square
meters and employs about 350
employees.

who are the two brands we have been
working with for years and we have a
good relationship with them.
Aboutcamp BtoB: The development
of Benimar also took place thanks to
the expansion of the product range:
more types and more layouts. How
has this been done over the years?
Fernando Ortiz: Thanks to an agile structure and a very collaborative
team, we have tried to do attractive
and innovative things, and this has improved the perception of the company
by dealers. We always listen to the requests and advice of dealers; we evaluate every contribution. In Benimar, we
have a team that works horizontally
with various groups within the company working together with other departments. The commercial division tries to
understand what the production problems are, the purchasing department
tries to understand the commercial
problems, and so do the administration
and the after-sales department. We are
united, we work together, we are connected: our strengths are the people
and the team.
Aboutcamp BtoB: For many years,
Benimar production was limited to
overcabs and semi-integrated models, then you introduced motorhomes
and campervans. Was this a winning
decision?
Fernando Ortiz: Yes, it was the right
choice. For campervans we rely on the
Italian plant of Trigano Group. The motorhome, on the other hand, is made
at our own production site. The expansion of the range was important
in becoming a mature brand capable
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of competing at all levels on the European market. The demand for campervans was growing rapidly, while for
the motorhome we intervened to give
a solution for our most loyal customers.
After owning two or three Benimars,
overcabs or semi-integrated, many of
our customers wanted to switch to a
motorhome. In the past they had to
turn to other brands, but the customer
must be kept, so we also had to provide something for those who wanted
a motorhome. This required an important investment in order to create a reliable and quality product as a motorhome is a more complicated product
to manufacture: it took a lot of time
and resources, but it sells well, even in
the Nordic countries with Alde heating,
in markets where usually only
premium brand vehicles are
sold. This gives us great satisfaction.
Aboutcamp BtoB: How does
the new Mediterraneo VDL
fit into a structured company like Benimar?
Fernando Ortiz: Mediterraneo VDL is a parallel company to Benimar. I have the role
of CEO and part of the team
is shared with Benimar. But
we are talking about companies with different objectives.
In Mediterraneo VDL, minivans with pop-up roofs are
made, marketed by Trigano
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with various brands: Panama, Karmann
Mobil, Font Vendome and Randger.
For some time, the Trigano Group has
been thinking about a new product
that’s more compact and simpler than
normal campervans on a Ducato base.
During the period when companies
were stopped during the most acute
phase of the Covid pandemic, at the
Trigano Group we decided to give life
to the project by exploiting the plant
where we once built mobile homes. We
have decided to rethink the orientation
of that company with a new business
line that I think is very interesting.
Aboutcamp BtoB: Is the new compact
campervan factory already working
at full capacity?

Fernando Ortiz: We started work less
than a year ago and now the production is quite substantial, despite the
known problems with supplies. The
Benimar team collaborated on the initial development, then new professionals were introduced who are assuming
all the responsibilities within the company. When fully operational, there will
be a team that is completely independent from Benimar. The plant, however,
is a few hundred meters from Benimar,
so in the future, if necessary, there may
be a collaboration.
Aboutcamp BtoB: What are the expectations for this new compact campervan?
Fernando Ortiz: Today, it is very diffi-

cult to predict the numbers. Of course, Covid has generated
a change in mentality, and the way in which people understand tourism has changed. I believe that people today think
a lot about the outdoors, about contact with nature, and I
am convinced that this small campervan has a versatility of
use that the motorhome cannot have, in fact it can be used
both as a car and as an RV for the weekend.
Aboutcamp BtoB: The compact campervan produced by
Mediterraneo VDL is a very simple product, so can we say
that there was a limited investment?
Fernando Ortiz: No, the investment was important. The
structure, the building and the machinery are an investment,
plus the training of the staff.

Aboutcamp BtoB: Two years ago you entered the market
in Germany, starting from Caravan Salon Düsseldorf: it was
a strategy that paid off, so were you satisfied? Did the lack
of your competitors in Düsseldorf that year give you an
extra opportunity?
Fernando Ortiz: We decided that we absolutely had to enter the German market, because our industrial capacity had
grown and was enough to enter such a market. Furthermore, the German market could have compensated for any
possible difficulty in other markets: it was the critical period
of Brexit, for example. We had already decided to enter Germany starting from the Caravan Salon in Düsseldorf, even
before knowing that some competitors would not go to the
fair.
Aboutcamp BtoB: There are RV manufacturing groups
that buy OEM suppliers, accessories distributors and even
dealerships. What do you think: is this the future?
Fernando Ortiz: I do not think it is wrong for groups to buy
outlets. Dealers are purchased which subsequently do not
necessarily become monobrand. Trigano has its own dealers
like Marquis in UK, L’Alliance Camper Team in France and
Libertium in Spain. I think the advantage is the economic
strength of the groups: often the family-owned company
needs a significant amount of money, because the product
costs a lot and often to get these sums the family of owners have to go to the banks and take risks at a family level.
Speaking of suppliers, I don’t know, but it seems to me that
it is more groups of suppliers who buy, rather than groups
of manufacturers. I believe that, as in all things, the mix is the
best solution. Some suppliers remain independent, others
join a group, but the business can continue.
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Aboutcamp BtoB: What is the company’s relationship with
trade fairs in the sector?
Fernando Ortiz: For Benimar, fairs have always been interesting, with a return on investment. Today, the idea is to
continue, at least participating in the most important ones.
Some companies believe that more should be invested in
digital communication, and that is true, but one thing does
not exclude the other. Both have to be done. Fairs are very
important for communicating with the end customer: finding all the brands and the various innovations gathered in
the same place stimulates the customer. I think that a national trade fair does not represent just a commercial event,
but something more, it is “culture”.

Read the full interview at:
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F ace to face with MARKUS WAHL

The pioneer
in the
European
campervan
market
The campervan market has
exploded and currently accounts
for over 50 percent of all
motorhomes sold. The Pössl
Group produced approximately
15,000 vehicles in 2021.
Aboutcamp BtoB met Managing
Director Markus Wahl to talk
about this rapid development

P

össl Freizeit und Sport GmbH
was founded in 1989 by Peter
Pössl with the philosophy of
marketing inexpensively equipped
campervans. The idea was brilliant
but too early for the market at that
time. In 2002, Peter Pössl sold his
company to the Munich-based Glück
Group, which was already Pössl’s
trading partner at the time. With the
takeover, the Pössl brand really took
off with annually increased production figures. Markus Wahl was and
still is the managing director. In 2004,
the leisure vehicle manufacturer Dethleffs was acquired as a production
partner. Previously, Pössl campervans were produced by the Slovenian
manufacturer Adria. Production rose
from a few hundred units to almost
2,000 vehicles in a short time. Since
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2017, vehicles have also been built
in-house. With the integration of the
brands Clever, Globecar, Roadcar and
VanLine brand with the vans, in addition to the parent brand Pössl, the
Pössl Group was created.
Aboutcamp BtoB: Mr. Wahl, a recent
market report says that campervans
are well on their way to taking 50
percent of the recreational vehicle
market. Do you agree and what is
the position of the Pössl Group?
Markus Wahl: Yes that’s right. Campervans are the big winners in the current boom of recreational vehicles.
The Pössl Group, a pioneer in this
market segment, is the No. 1 in terms
of both quality and quantity, both in
Germany and in Europe, thanks to its
enormous innovative strength!

Aboutcamp BtoB: You are not only
managing director, but managing
partner. What does the current management structure look like?
Markus Wahl: The main owner is
the Glück Group. In the Pössl Group,
management is carried out by several managing directors and division
heads according to the areas of responsibility.
Aboutcamp BtoB: Where are the
Pössl Group campervans currently
produced?
Markus Wahl: We have two of our
own plants in Germany, one in Vielbrunn and - newly opened last year
– one near Erfurt. In addition, we produce in Hungary and as external suppliers we have renowned recreational
vehicle manufacturers based in Isny
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and near Würzburg.
Aboutcamp BtoB: What does the
current product portfolio look like
at the Pössl Group?
Markus Wahl: We currently sell five
different model ranges under the core
brand Pössl. The D-Line, the Trenta,
the Summit, the H-Line and the socalled “Plus” models. Behind these
series there are about 40 different
models, some of which have very individual, sometimes even exotic designs to meet the different customer
requirements. Our campervans are
compact enough for everyday use,
and offer more than enough space
for a comfortable holiday and come
with practically the same equipment
as large motorhomes. Just in a smaller space. Depending on the model, a
kitchen, toilet and shower, bed, seating area and intelligent storage solutions are all on board. In contrast to
larger motorhomes, Pössl drivers are
relaxed on the road in cities and can
even find a parking space in ordinary
car parks.
Aboutcamp BtoB: As you said, campervans have comparatively limited space. What is the secret of the
Pössl Group’s success?
Markus Wahl: We are innovative and
have perfected the art of using space.
Our various developments are pioneering in vehicles that have length
dimensions of 5.40 m, 6.00 m and
6.40 m as a rule. The Pössl Group is
a pioneer in terms of realising different floor plan variants with different
sleeping variations: we offer transverse beds, single beds and electri-

cally height-adjustable beds in all
lengths. In the vans, we offer a patented external kitchen design. In our
campervans we realise new layout and
refrigerator concepts. In addition to
the classic washroom, we have developed the “central shower/washroom“
and the “swing-wall-washroom“ for
campervans. Our “Summit“-models
are equipped with the so-called SkyRoof® in the cab area as standard,
the “Shine”-series with the patented
Multi-Roof. We use the “Soft-Close” in
our models, which allows the sliding
vehicle door to open and close very
quietly. Actually, the name Pössl is
synonymous with campervans.
Aboutcamp BtoB: What do your current production numbers look like?
Markus Wahl: We will produce approximately 15,000 vehicles at our
various locations in the model year
2022. Based on demand, and if all
goes well, we plan to increase this
further to around 18,000 units for the

Markus Wahl
Markus Wahl (58) has studied business administration.
Since 1989 he has been employed
in the Bernhard Glück Group, in the
field of the caravanning industry.
The group is also successfully busy
in the production of building/construction materials.
Since 2002, Markus has also been
responsible for the Pössl Group as
Managing Director.
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2023 model year, with estimated sales
of around 800 to 900 million euros.
Aboutcamp BtoB: Speaking of “if all
goes well”. How much is the Pössl
Group affected by supply bottlenecks?
Markus Wahl: To the same extent as
all other manufacturers of recreational vehicles. Sometimes chassis are
missing, sometimes upholstery, then
electrical parts, pumps or even panelling. Just the normal madness.
Aboutcamp BtoB: What is the significance of pop-up roofs at Pössl campervans actually?
Markus Wahl: Pop-up roofs are developing rapidly in all of our models - for
the campervans or the smaller vans
as well. So far, about 10 percent of our
vehicles were produced with pop-up
roofs. But this number is constantly
rising. Thus all our “urban vehicles”
such as the Campster and Vanster
as well as Campstar and Vanstar
are generally equipped with pop-up
roofs. We are planning an annual production of about 4,000 vehicles. Actually these roofs were delivered by a
partner in Poland.
Aboutcamp BtoB: So far you have
mainly built your vehicles on chassis from Fiat, Citroën and Peugeot.
Recently, Mercedes has also joined
the range.
Markus Wahl: That’s correct. Since
2021, we have also a cooperation
with Mercedes due to the strong demand of our customers. Based on
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the Mercedes Vito Tourer Pro and the
V-Class, we produce vehicles suitable
for underground garages, which are
also equipped, among other things,
with our patented removable “Easy
Move Kitchen”. Here we plan to produce 1,000 units in the coming year.
Aboutcamp BtoB: Speaking about
future, how do you see the development of an e-mobile?
Markus Wahl: We are prepared. There
are countries whose legal regulations
are on the way to significantly reducing the use of combustion engines.
We then offer an alternative in this
field. The Vanster is available as a prototype as a purely electrically driven
van. We plan to start series produc-

tion in April of this year. It has a range
of about 300 kilometres, depending
on personal driving and usage style.
For problem-free use, however, a sufficient infrastructure will then also
be necessary. Anyway, in this market
segment, the Pössl Group too wants
to be among the innovative companies. Just in accordance with our historical strong innovation power and
the present market position.
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I nterview with TODD WOELFER

Next-generation thinking
THOR Industries’ Senior Vice President and Chief Operating Officer Todd Woelfer
shares his insights on the future of RV design as an influx of new buyers and an
evolving manufacturing landscape change the way RVs are made

T

hinking about tomorrow is something that comes naturally for
Todd Woelfer, Senior Vice President and Chief Operating Officer
(COO) at global RV giant, THOR Industries.
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Since joining the company in August
2012 as its General Counsel, Woelfer
has emerged as a key player in driving THOR’s business forward, leading
its innovation, data strategy and corporate sustainability initiatives. With

his appointment as COO in December, Woelfer will play a critical role in
the future success of the company by
leading operational technologies, advancements and marketing operations
while championing digital strategies
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across the THOR family of companies
– including flagship US RV brands like
Airstream, Dutchmen, Jayco, Keystone,
KZ and Starcraft.
He recently spoke with AboutCamp
BtoB about emerging trends in RV design, and how both RV builders and
consumers alike are shaping the product of tomorrow.
Aboutcamp BtoB: How are first-time
buyers influencing the design of RVs?
Todd Woelfer: First-time RVers under
the age of 40 currently represent the
highest percentage of buyers in the
history of this industry. And what that’s
meant for the industry is an opportunity to rethink design of what we offer
to RVers and think about how we can
drive the user experience in a direction
that appeals to a broader base of users.
If you look at the products today and
you compare the design, not just of our
products but across the industry, you’ll
find features in those units today that
make them markedly different than
what we were delivering to the market
just five years ago, especially in terms
of smart and connected aspects. Today’s buyers want to be connected to
the rest of the world.
The growth in demand, partially due to
an influx of pandemic-driven buyers,
has been a great eye opener to the industry, and it’s created an opportunity
to drive designs that are markedly different than what we were putting out
just a few years ago.
Aboutcamp BtoB: So how does that
translate to the plant floor? Do these
new designs impact the way RVs are
manufactured?

Todd Woelfer: This shift has impacted
our production because it’s forced us
to reconsider our processes, so that
we can continue to drive higher quality as we push these new design features in our units.
There are a number of ways that we’ve
done that, including our own internal
processes and quality control checks
and procedures. It’s caused companies like ours to consider how we simplify not just the content that is going in, but the content that forms the
shell and the substrate of the unit. So
we created a number of different innovations that help drive our design
process today that help simplify our
production process, which in turn, allows us to be more capable in terms of
delivering the high-quality units that
users today expect.
Aboutcamp BtoB: Would that extend
to things like replacing traditional
stick-and-tin construction with more
prefabricated panels, as an example?
Todd Woelfer: The labour cost associated with producing stick-and-tin RVs
is very high, so as we look to the future, we’ve been evaluating opportunities to evolve that form of production.
There are other considerations as well,
such as implications for long-term durability. There is a balance between
delivering a cost-efficient product that
buyers can afford, versus the opportunity to improve the content in the
units that we’re producing.
In the last year we acquired a small
composite manufacturer who had developed a composite substrate that
was beginning to be utilized by some
of our companies in place of classic

luan. We’re trying to reduce the wood
content in our units and our goal is to
grow that business, expand the offerings and make that composite substrate available to the entire industry.
We think it’s a more environmentally
sustainable solution. We also think it
will dramatically impact weight, improve quality, and improve the labor-intensive nature of producing the
classic stick-and-tin units.
Aboutcamp BtoB: Weight management must be a greater consideration
now, especially with more electrical content in RVs and as we start to
move into electric motorized units.
Todd Woelfer: Weight is a topic of conversation and a focus of future designs
like never before, especially in North
America. When we acquired Erwin
Hymer Group in 2019, we experienced
firsthand how product and design that
has been focused on weight can result
in very high-quality products. We have
been going through our own process
of learning from our European companies about how to produce high quality lighter-weight units.
In the US and in Canada, we expect that
regulations around weight will catch
up to the European regulations. And
we expect that the weight restrictions
will impact design and impact what we
can offer to users. That being the case,
we’re investing now in long-term strategic initiatives to help reduce weight
in units. We’re also investing appropriately in companies that are related to
electrification, to help drive innovation
that will result in increasing the efficiency of batteries which, in turn, will
reduce the weight required to operate
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charging station for a Class B than
to have to find tandem spots for an
electric trailer and its electric tow vehicle.
Todd Woelfer: Yes, I think you are
probably right. On the trailer side, it
depends on the advancement of those
technologies. It becomes a much
more cumbersome process to have to
charge your electric tow vehicle and
your electric trailer compared to just
plugging in a Class B van. It seems
the timing of electrification and the
explosion of the Class B market suggests very strongly that Class Bs will
continue to be a dominant part of the
growth of our industry once electrification takes hold.

the units through the electric drive
train. Even though the challenge isn’t
here in North America today, it will be
here in a couple of years so we’re very
focused on our weight reduction initiatives right now.
Aboutcamp BtoB: Would that provide
an opportunity to shift RV production
from less of a continental business
to one which uses more international platforms? Certainly the cost of
building units to different standards
worldwide must be higher than if it
were more standardised?
Todd Woelfer: Yes, because clearly as
the units demanded by users begin to
normalize between Europe and North
America, there are opportunities to
achieve greater efficiencies. Right now
in the US, towables represent 70% of
the market and motorised 30%, while
in Europe it’s essentially the inverse.
And in large part that’s due to how the
European weight restrictions have impacted that market. People can’t haul
a large towable RV in Europe, it’s simply not legal.
As regulations and consumer demand
normalise between Europe and the US,
the opportunity to have shared design
initiatives which benefit production in
both Europe and North America will
become very real. We’re already utilizing some of the strategies that we have
developed in conjunction with our European company, Erwin Hymer Group.
We’ve begun adopting some of those,
so at a small scale, what you’ve asked is
already starting to become reality.
Aboutcamp BtoB: Next-generation
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product like the Thor Vision Vehicle
(TVV) would absolutely suggest that
operating model, it just cries out as
a product that would have universal
appeal.
Todd Woelfer: We’re excited about
where we are with the TVV. We showed
the full working prototype in Tampa,
of course, and now we’re doing some
validation studies to gain data so that
we can continue to improve the design
and the feature set.
When that type of product ultimately
comes to market is a trickier question
because it’s not solely up to the OEMs.
We have to have an infrastructure in
place to support widespread electrification. That means public charging
stations and private campground
charging stations. There are some
great conversations happening across
North America and in Europe right
now around the need to build the infrastructure for the RV industry. We’re
happy to participate in those conversations because that infrastructure has
to be robust enough to support our
user’s experience before we can have
a meaningful strategy of industrialization of electrified RVs.
On our side, we’re going to be ready
to be in the market with the TVV by
the end of calendar year 2023. But
whether or not the infrastructure will
be there at a level to drive any level of
mass production remains to be seen.
Aboutcamp BtoB: Would that infrastructure development potentially
skew market demand toward more
motorised units? One can imagine
it being much easier to find a single

Aboutcamp BtoB: One of the features
in the TVV is the voice-activated
communication. For a manufacturer
like THOR, is it better to try and develop that functionality in-house, or
to partner with a technology company like a Microsoft or a Google, which
might enable more of a continuous
user experience from the home to
the RV?
Todd Woelfer: Our goal has to be to
maximize the user experience. And I
believe there’s opportunity for a proprietary system that will offer the best
solution for RVers. No major producer in the digital space will be focused
on an RV-specific experience, where
THOR and our competitors would be.
I believe that the opportunity is there
to have a best-in-class solution that is
self-developed.
Aboutcamp BtoB: Is that because
of just the RV environment having
unique requirements?
Todd Woelfer: Exactly. Consumers
at home don’t ask their virtual assistant about the status of their holding
tanks, for example. The RV experience
is unique from anything else anyone
does in their life, and the needs and
the expectation of RVers on a trip are
also unique. That is why we believe a
software solution specifically designed
for that RV experience may well be the
solution to deliver a better consumer
experience than if you just have a standard plug-and-play solution.
Aboutcamp BtoB: Does this shift to
increased levels of electrification and
connectivity impact planning cycles
and product life cycles then? Does it
accelerate them?
Todd Woelfer: I think it changes things,
most definitely. One thing our industry
has always been is incredibly nimble.

And I think it’s the strength that is
shared by almost all competitors in the
space. Our design teams at the operating company level can adjust designs
more quickly than any industry that
I’ve ever experienced, and they can do
it in a high-quality manner in direct response to feedback from dealers and
users. They can adjust designs to improve the user experience in a multitude of ways very quickly, we’ve seen
it again and again over the years.
I think the reality is these changes will
happen quickly, because it’s just easier than it ever has been to update and
improve a product through software
downloads. I happen to be a Tesla owner, and I get regular software updates.
Tesla is as much of a software machine
as it is an automaker, and I think people who really value that digital experience expect that. You can’t come out
one year with the best in class solution
and not continue to evolve. Otherwise,
it’ll soon not be the best in class anymore.
We are living in the most technologically-disruptive time in the history of
our industry, with all manner of emerging technologies and multiple disruptive technologies coming to the forefront at the same time. There has never
been anything like this before.
The opportunity to truly leverage our
scale and to lean into our innovation
strategy by making ,the long-term investments designed to maximize the
user experience is what makes this
such an incredible time for our industry. Part of that is what we can do now
that we couldn’t do before, and part is
looking at what will be possible in the
very near term. We invest a great deal
of time and effort into exploring how

we can leverage new technologies to
improve the user’s experience. I think
we have to expect this rapid pace of
change will only continue, making it
imperative we plan upgradability into
our designs. That extends a product’s
life cycle because new technology
doesn’t necessarily leave it behind.
Aboutcamp BtoB: That’s an exciting
strategy shift, but what’s really driving it? Is it expectation from end-users who are accustomed to downloading software updates for their
electric vehicles and mobile phones?
Or is it something being pushed from
the top down by manufacturers who
spot an opportunity? I believe it was
Apple Computer founder Steve Jobs
who said that people don’t know

what they want until you show it to
them. Is that the case here?
Todd Woelfer: I think that’s part of it.
Henry Ford made a similar observation
even years earlier, saying that if he had
asked consumers what they wanted
him to do, they would have said “build
a faster horse.” A lot of times people
may know what they want when they
see it, it’s envisioning that idea to begin with that’s the difficult part.
So in that sense what Steve Jobs and
Henry Ford said is true, and we’re
blessed in that we can see these technologies on our horizon and our job is
to align our product offerings in a way
that maximizes the user experience.
As manufacturers, we made the choice
a few years ago to make the long-term
investment that will put us in the position to offer that best-in-class user
experience. Once we strapped in for
that ride, we positioned ourselves in
an incredible way to not necessarily do what Steve Jobs or Henry Ford
did, but to leverage the value and the
impact of emerging technologies in a
way that allows us to deliver unique
and exceptional value to RVers.
We invest a great deal of time and effort toward truly understanding the
needs of our end-users. In terms of
design, our job is to understand consumer expectations and balance those
against the opportunities afforded by
current and emerging technology in
order to deliver. Being such a dynamic environment today, it’s a wonderful
time to be in this industry, there’s a
whole world of opportunity opening
up all at once. I can’t wait to see where
it takes us next.
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US manufacturers
embrace electric power
If there’s one thing this industry seems to agree on, it’s that the future is allelectric. Ever more manufacturers are producing concept prototypes, we even
have a handful of production models. In this magazine we’ve previously covered
developments in Europe and Austral Asia, here we look at the USA

THOR Vision Vehicle (TVV)

I

n the United States the big news is that, THOR Industries
Inc. has revealed its eMobility strategy for electrification of
the RV industry. At a highly charged presentation at the 2022
Florida RV SuperShow in Tampa in January the world’s largest RV manufacturer proclaimed “Welcome to the Future”.
Key to that future are two electric concept vehicles unveiled
at the show. These are specifically designed to create a radical improvement of the RV user experience in an electrified
RV world.
In a presentation led by Thor’s Chief Executive Officer, Bob
Martin, he said “We’ve been focused on an electrification
‘eMobility’ strategy for a number of years and have made
substantial progress on our journey. Early on, we determined
that success for us would not be to simply put our name
on the side of an electric chassis built by a third-party electric chassis manufacturer. Instead, as the industry leader, we
harnessed emerging technology and co-developed flexible,
scalable and customizable platforms on which our family of
companies will build distinct products, providing a best-inclass RV user experience.”
The first concept vehicle is a motorhome dubbed the Thor
Vision Vehicle (TVV). It’s built on an electric chassis co-developed with Ford performance specialist Roush, and includes a number of unique elements designed to maximise
chassis performance.
The TVV boasts a targeted driving range of up to 300 miles
(482 km) courtesy of a ‘fuel cell’ range extender to recharge
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the onboard traction and house batteries. Thor reckons 300
miles is well within the average non-stop travel distance of
most RV users.
To achieve this range Thor has gone to great lengths to
streamline the aerodynamics of the vehicle. For example,
the roof is completely smooth with the air-conditioning and
other functions mounted inside the roof space. Flush fitting
solar panels and a virtually full-length skylight, complete the
picture. What’s more, the door mirrors have been replaced
with tiny cameras on sticks and screens at each end of the
dashboard. The vehicle’s range is further helped by the use
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of lightweight materials.
The company does not elaborate on the batteries, other
than to say they are high capacity and safe, nor does it disclose what technology the range extender uses. It merely
says the range extender can burn a variety of fuels including
LP gas, natural gas and hydrogen.
Todd Woelfer, THOR’s Chief Operating Officer, said “Our
team has conducted a massive amount of research targeted
at understanding the impact of design elements on extending range, including aerodynamics of the units. Our strategy
to create a unique electric experience specifically tailored for
RV users has identified a number of product enhancement
opportunities that we can and will implement well before we
industrialise the electrified units.”

The inside of the vehicle is packed full of digital technology designed to enhance the user experience. From adjustable frosted privacy glass to intelligent voice features, users
have total control from wherever they are. A large central
touch display gives access to a plethora of information. This
includes house functions and the amount of power being
generated, stored and consumed at any one time. Users can
also access trip information including points of interest and
possible places to stay. The vehicle can even be boondocked
where grid facilities are not available.
The TVV is very much a concept with production not likely
before 2024. In the meantime, many of the innovations on
the TVV are likely to find their way into other Thor products,
and there’s quite a few of those!

Airstream eStream

T

he second concept vehicle is a specially modified Airstream
travel trailer dubbed the ‘eStream’. It’s built on Thor’s ‘exclusive’ high voltage chassis technology. On board traction
batteries power the wheels, allowing the trailer to dramatically
reduce the load on the tow vehicle. The batteries are then recharged during braking so reducing the amount of energy lost.
The result is only a very small reduction in range for any electric tow vehicle and a big improvement in gas mileage for others. Being high voltage means the batteries can charge faster
than low-voltage types so enhancing the user experience.
The technology is a product of 2018 joint project between Thor
subsidiary, Dethleffs, and global technology company ZF Friedrichshafen AG. Back in July 2021, this resulted in a 240-mile
tow (386 km) across the Alps, from Germany to Italy, by an
Audi e-tron Sportback electric car pulling a specially modified
Dethleffs caravan travel trailer. The trailer’s performance was
such that the car made the journey on a single charge with
some power still remaining. Audi states the solo range of car
is 393 km.
The success of this joint project was further cemented in December 2021 when Thor entered a binding Memorandum of
Understanding with ZF to jointly develop a high voltage electric drive system for towable recreational vehicles.
Todd Woelfer, THOR’s Chief Operating Officer, said “When we
acquired EHG in 2019, there were many synergies which made
the acquisition important to THOR. From our perspective, EHG

was the global leader in electrification innovation in the RV
space. They had initiated this project with ZF in 2018, before
we acquired the company. After the acquisition, THOR’s innovation team, led by our Chief Innovation Officer Josef Hjelmaker, helped lead the development and creation of the concept
travel trailer.”
Josef Hjelmaker added “Our proprietary technology addresses the top concern of electric vehicle users—range limitation.
Studies have established that electric vehicles experience a
significant loss of range even when towing a small trailer. The
technology we co-developed creates a synchronized relationship between the trailer and the tow vehicle, enabling the trailer
to move in harmony with the tow vehicle, reducing the pulling
effect required from the tow vehicle. This, in turn, dramatically
improves the possible range of the combination.”
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Winnebago e-RV

A

lso at the 2022 Florida RV SuperShow was Winnebago with
its all-electric motorhome concept
vehicle the e-RV. Developed over a
two-year period by the company’s
Advanced Technology Group the
e-RV is a fully functional, all-electric prototype.
Michael Happe, Winnebago Industries president and chief executive
officer said “This is an exciting
time for Winnebago Industries and
the outdoor lifestyle industry as a
whole. We are proud to continue
our innovation legacy with the reveal of the e-RV concept vehicle.”
The e-RV concept vehicle is an
entirely new, all-electric, zero
emission RV that incorporates an
advanced drive train and battery
package that also powers all the
living area systems.
It’s essentially a camper van conversion based on a Ford Transit
platform that has been modified
with an advanced electrical power
system from Lightning e Motors.
This runs the drivetrain, vehicle
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controls and living quarters.
At the heart of the vehicle is an 86kWh industry standard battery pack
that provides a range of 125 miles
(201 km) while also powering the onboard systems.
According to Winnebago, and based
on recent RV Industry association
data, this range will meet the needs

of a majority (54%) of new RV buyers
who prefer to make trips under 200
miles (322 km).
To maximise efficiency, the water
heater and roof mounted air conditioner / heat pump run at 350 volts
DC straight from the battery pack.
110 volts AC from an inverter is used
for the induction cooktop and refrig-

erator. The latter can also operate on
12 volts DC for enhanced flexibility
and convenience.
“Consumer demand is driving electric power applications across many
fronts, and we believe RV consumers are poised to benefit from the
enhanced features and usability that
electrified and connected RV products will provide,” said Ashis Bhattacharya,
Winnebago
Industries
senior Vice President, Business Development, Advanced Technology
and Enterprise Marketing. “Winnebago Industries has an ongoing mission

to listen to and learn from our customers as we continue refining,
exploring, and innovating, and the
e-RV concept vehicle is a perfect
example of this.”
Winnebago Industries Advanced
Technology Group (ATG) was established in 2019 to identify and
develop emerging technologies
for application within future products and services in the company’s various business units. The
all-electric concept motorhome is
the first public facing example of
ATG work streams.
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Zeus/SylvanSport
‘Leading the charge’ project
Elsewhere in the US, outdoor adventure specialist SylvanSport from Brevard, North Carolina, has teamed up
with Zeus Electric Chassis from White
Bear Lake, Minnesota. Under the banner of ‘Leading the Charge’ the aim is
to produce the

first fully electric production RV with a
range of up to 400 miles.
SylvanSport was founded in 2004, to
create an innovative pop-up camper. Since then, it has added a range
of camping gear and accessories and
won many awards for its products.
Zeus Electric Chassis, Inc. was founded
in 2018 with a focus on developing severe-duty, eMobility solutions from the ground up. Their
rugged electric chassis is designed to act as a base
for a wide variety of upfit-

ted applications.
This was the attraction for SylvanSport
who saw it as the perfect foundation
for an all-electric RV with a ‘go anywhere’ capability and long range. Measuring 25’ long by 7’9” wide by 10’0” tall
(7.62x2.36x3.0m), the vehicle will have
all wheel drive using military grade axles coupled to independent front and
rear suspension using coil springs.
Traction is provided by on board batteries driving liquid cooled permanent
magnet AC motors producing some
290 bhp/PS and 3,000 ft lb (4,067
Nm) of torque.
“As we look to the future of transportation and clean energy, our vision is to
bring vehicle electrification to the outdoor recreation and RV industry,” says
Wayne Kugel, Zeus Electric Chassis
CEO. “With SylvanSport’s experience
and leadership in these industries combined with our expertise in electric vehicles, this collaboration is the best of
both worlds.”
“While we are at the beginning stages,
as we look into the RV and outdoor
adventure markets through our collaboration with SylvanSport, we are
excited about the unique features and
benefits that will be brought to life in
2022,” says Bob Grinstead, Chief Technology Officer at Zeus Electric Chassis.
“Unmatched off-road travel, extended
vehicle range, and unexpectedly high
vehicle weight capacity are just a few
never before seen features in an electric RV.”
SylvanSport tells us that the design
and development with Zeus will continue throughout 2022 and into 2023,
expecting launch in mid-to-late 2023.
It should be worth waiting for.

Conclusion
When I first saw Dethleffs’ ECoco
powered caravan travel trailer at Dusseldorf in 2018 I was a little bemused
and couldn’t really see it getting much
beyond a concept. One year later it
was back in heavily modified form and
looking like it meant business. Since
then, it has indeed successfully made
that planned journey across the Alps
to become what must be the world’s
first powered trailer.
Now we have the world’s largest RV
manufacturer teaming up with one of
the world’s largest technology companies (ZF had €32.6 billion sales in
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2020). Together these two companies look set to rewrite the rulebook
on towing. The idea of an electric mini
car towing a twin axle Airstream travel
trailer may not be as daft as it sounds.
Of course, vehicle legislators will have
to be able to accommodate powered
trailers and work out how they can be
safely deployed but, if they can do that
for autonomous driving vehicles, they
can do so for powered trailers.
Meanwhile the march of the electric
RV is unstoppable. Winnebago is to
be congratulated for producing a fully
working prototype including all habi-

tation functions. Apparently, it was
tested over thousands of miles before
being shown. No doubt its 125-mile
range will soon extend as battery technology advances.
Elsewhere we are seeing loads of innovation from smaller companies using
electric vehicle platforms from others
to produce some potentially stunning
results. The news that Amazon is buying 100,000 electric delivery vans from
Rivian is bound to set hares running in
the conversion community. I wonder
just how long it will be before some of
these turn up as RV’s! (Terry Owen)
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F ocus on EUROPEAN ELECTRIC RVS

Above, on the right: Nissan e-NV200 camper van

Past, present and future
of the electric camper
The world of recreational vehicles is not yet ready to go en masse to electric mobility,
but this does not prevent manufacturers and converters from starting to experiment

T

here are vehicles already on the
market and others that will arrive soon, plus some “concepts”.
Nissan has even been offering its
e-NV200 camper van in Spain since
2018, a multipurpose vehicle with a

Stella Vita
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folding roof equipped with a 40 kWh
battery that allows it a maximum range
of 200 km in the WLTP cycle. This year,
the Japanese company also presented
a concept based on the same mechanics and christened the e-NV200 Win-

ter Camper, imagining the use of this
vehicle even in the coldest season. For
now, however, it’s just a study.
The German WOF offers semi-integrated models under the Iridium
Wohnmobile brand, based on Fiat

WOF Iridium Wohnmobile

Words Paolo Galvani

Above and below: Knaus E.Power Drive

Ducato mechanics where the diesel
engine is replaced with an electric
engine and a battery pack capable of
offering up to 400 km of range. The
conversion is being carried out by the
specialist Elektrofahrzeuge Stuttgart
(EFA-S), who has already converted
around 200 UPS courier vans to electric. However, we are talking about
customized vehicles with a cost that
exceeds €170,000.
The upcoming arrival on the market
of the Xbus from ElectricBrands, another German company, and the Volkswagen ID. Buzz California, officially
confirmed by the German manufacturer and which will be produced in Hanover, based on the new Multivan.
The Xbus is a small vehicle (365 cm
long) that could be on the market as
early as 2022, with a battery of up to

Dethleffs E-Home

30 kWh. The basic version will have a
10 kWh accumulator and a theoretical range of up to 200 km, even if the
manufacturer does not specify how it
is calculated. The price should be very
competitive: around €30,000.
In 2017 Dethleffs presented the
E-Home, a prototype built on an Iveco Daily with a speed limited to 80
km/h and an exterior covered with solar panels: 31 square meters of surface
area provided 3 kW of power.
At the Caravan Salon in Düsseldorf
last year, Knaus presented a study: the
E.Power Drive. Based on the semi-integrated Van TI 650 MEG with Fiat
Ducato chassis and built in collaboration with HWA, this prototype has an
electric motor with power up to 180
kW, a maximum speed of 110 km/h
and a 35 kWh battery for a range of 90

Above and below: ElectricBrands Xbus

kilometers. The presence of a “range
extender”, that is a Wankel engine that
acts as an energy generator and runs
on petrol, guarantees that you can
continue driving even when the battery runs out.
Finally, electric vehicles are also the
subject of academic studies. The Solar Team Eindhoven of the Eindhoven
University of Technology developed
an innovative vehicle with a rising roof
completely covered with photovoltaic
modules for a total of 17.5 square meters. Stella Vita, as it was baptized, is
designed for complete energy autonomy. It was developed in collaboration
with Thetford and Lippert, and on sunny days it can travel up to 730 km with
zero emissions. On 15 October, the vehicle travelled from the Netherlands to
Tarifa, Spain.

Volkswagen ID. Buzz
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R eport JAPAN CAMPING CAR SHOW 2022

Showing full potential
to Japanese public
The largest camping cars show in the Japanese Camping Car Show Calendar
was carried out in the Makuhari Messe in Tokyo Greater Area from February 10th to 13th

H

eld under the theme “Protect,
Work, Enjoy. The Potentials of
Camping Cars,” despite the hurdles faced by the organizers, the show
reported lower than expected turnout,
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but good sales and the high media
attendance. The show also saw some
interesting new vehicle and product
launches, further generating excitement in these challenging times.

With the government further extending the quasi State of Emergency and
unexpected snow on two event days,
the turnout was recorded at 21,775 visitors. (vs. pre-COVID of 67,000) Nev-

Words Bartek Radzimski

ertheless, the exhibitors consisted of
the usual JRVA members exhibiting
close to 300 vehicles on approximately 27,000m². As in the years before,
about 120 exhibitors were comprised
of vehicle manufacturers, suppliers and
camping infrastructure related vendors.
The show was also used by Nissan Motors to show a Nissan Caravan Myroom
Concept originally debuted at the Auto
Saloon, while Stellantis Japan leveraged the show to announce the launch
of the Jeep Gladiator and the introduction of Series 8 Fiat Ducato later
this year. Especially, the long-awaited
introduction of the Ducato got plenty

of attention from the media, manufactures and also the end users.
JRVA also displayed a booth aimed
at further raising awareness about
relevance of camping cars in disaster-stricken areas for relief efforts. The
booth under this theme was started in
2021 and received very positive reception. Throughout the past year, JRVA
put a significant effort to expand this
awareness among the Japanese politicians. This year’s show saw an attendance of several key legislative figures
related to Japanese disaster relief
agencies. JRVA will continue these activates with a long-term target of organizing FEMA-like integration of camping cars for disaster relief efforts.
Regarding the interest level of the visiting end-users & more importantly the
sales recorded, as seen at other shows
throughout the year, the end users
are coming with intent to buy. The increased and sustained demand continues to challenge the manufactures who
even before the pandemic were facing
production and delivery times ranging
from 10 to 15 months. Despite several key manufactures adding capacities
to production and running additional
shifts, an end user currently shopping
for a camping car will have to face at
least a 12-month waiting time. This situation is more uncertain with imports,
especially European ones, as most foreign manufactures faced with shortages in their home markets choose to
fulfill those orders first.
“This show brings to close the first full
year of JRVA activities under the newly
elected board.” said Mr. Araki, Chairman of the Association, “This first year
the Board has succeeded in rebuilding
a strong JRVA organization from inside
out & we have seen the first fruits of
those efforts. With the ongoing pandemic, the relevance of our product will
continue throughout this coming year.
This stability in demand will allow further investment by our members into
production capacities, while FEMA like

Above/below: Nissan Caravan Myroom Concept

Below: Fiat Ducato Series 8

Below: the booth of JRVA
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R eport JAPAN CAMPING CAR SHOW 2022

White House

activities with the Japanese government, which have successfully started,
will allow us further opportunities going forward.”
In terms of new vehicle or line-up innovation, although each manufacture
showed forward progress in design
and styling, there were no key announcements from RV manufactures at
the show. The new product announcements centered around Nissan Caravan
concept vehicles and Stellantis Japan
using this show to launch the Series 8
Ducato. For this year, due to production restraints in Europe, only the L2L2,
L3H2 and L3H3 panel van models will
be launched with a B2B sales concept
aiming at providing the base vehicle
to key manufactures. The first deliveries are scheduled for later this summer
with first Ducato based Camper Vans
being sold to the public around au-

Jayco

Auto One

Alflex

Mystic TSC

Vantech
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Visitor parking

tumn of this year.
As in the past years, almost all manufactures had secured this year’s production volumes even before the starting of the show. The additional sales
gained throughout the four-day show
further increased their orders and for
many will support internal expansions
aimed at increasing capacities and delivering the vehicles to their new customers.
Even with the recent rumors of Japanese government considering to relax the draconian international travel
restrictions; most Japanese will most
likely opt for domestic family vacations, many with their newly purchased
or rented RVs. With the continued attractiveness of this market to the domestic public, the Japanese camping
car market certainly has a bright future
ahead.
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Dossier CHIP SHORTAGE

Production difficulties
still dragging on
Problems with the procurement of chips and raw materials, combined with the rising
costs of transport and energy, continue to put a strain on our manufacturers. In
response many have had to pause production, and raise prices

S

emiconductor chips have become
a key element in this complex
panorama, because the large suppliers have become more oriented to
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meet the needs of the consumer electronics market than those of the automotive industry. Early in 2021 it looked
as though the chip shortage might

ease sometime in 2022. It now looks
as though that forecast was optimistic.
Here we attempt to unravel what’s really going on.

Words Terry Owen

Effects of COVID-19
The situation is now complex, but it
is clear that COVID-19 was the major
precipitating factor. As COVID-19 regulations began to bite, it wasn’t just
the RV factories and dealerships that
were forced to close. The car industry
suffered the same fate. With showrooms and factories closed, orders for
new vehicles collapsed. Manufacturers
responded by cancelling orders for
semiconductor chips. In the meantime,
with so many people stuck at home,
the demand for computers, games consoles and household appliances went
through the roof. According to market
intelligence provider IDC, in the fourth
quarter of 2020, traditional computer sales were up 26.1% compared to
the previous year. The chipmakers responded by ramping up production of
these items, which more than replaced
the lost automobile orders. As a result,

demand began to exceed supply. The
problem with semiconductor chips is
that they can’t me made quickly. It’s a
complex process that takes time. According to Bloomberg “Manufacturing
a chip typically takes more than three
months and involves giant factories,
dust-free rooms, multi-million-dollar
machines, molten tin and lasers.” Indeed, there’s a joke in the industry that
“It’s not rocket science – it’s much more
difficult”. A chip making plant, also
known as a foundry, can cost billions of
dollars to set up. For example, a recent
state of the art factory in Taiwan was
completed at a cost of $19.5 billion. This
explains why the number of chipmakers globally is limited and dominated
by companies from the United States,
Taiwan, South Korea, Japan and Netherlands. By the summer of 2020, RV
and automobile manufacturing plants

were finding COVID-19 safe ways of
resuming production, albeit at lower
levels than before. At the same time an
increasingly inoculated public quickly
realised that RVs could provide the perfect socially distanced holiday, and demand soared. With it, the need for base
vehicles and new cars returned quickly
too, making those cancelled chip orders look like a big mistake. However, in
a world of supply shortages chipmakers had little sympathy for those who
had been quick to cancel orders, only
to want to reinstate them the very moment the tide turned. With all the semiconductor plants running at capacity,
the seeds of the global chip shortage
were sown. Whilst COVID-19 had undoubtedly been the main factor up to
this point, other factors were beginning
to creep in. From now on things would
only get worse.

TSMC’s Fab 16 plant in Taiwan
© Taiwan Semiconductor Manufacturing Co.
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Dossier CHIP SHORTAGE
Non-COVID-19 factors

Effects on the automobile industry

Trade sanctions
Just as the COVID-19 pandemic began to take hold, the United States
ramped up tensions with China over
trade, particularly electronics. In September 2020, the US imposed restrictions on China’s largest chip manufacturer, Semiconductor Manufacturing
International Corporation (SMIC),
which made it harder for them to sell
to companies with American ties.
Those companies were forced to look
elsewhere but found that other chip
makers were already at full capacity.
Another casualty was Huawei, who
were blacklisted by the US government over fears of collusion with
the Chinese Government. In November 2020 it prompted Huawei to announce plans for a dedicated Shanghai chip plant to get around the US
restrictions. They also took the opportunity to blame the US for the global
chip shortage.

All the volume producers have
been severely impacted by the chip
shortage with most forced to stop
production on one or more lines
for weeks at a time. Perhaps the
most noteworthy of these for the
RV industry was the suspension of
production at Stellantis’ Sevel plant
in Atessa, Italy at the end of August. The plant produces the Fiat
Ducato, Peugeot Boxer and Citroen Relay/Jumper van chassis so
widely used for RVs, and this one
stoppage alone caused the loss of
some 1,200 vehicles per day. Other
plants belonging to Stellantis were
also affected. Although production
has resumed at many plants, overall levels remain down. According
to Stellantis Q3 results, consolidated shipments were down 27% vs.
Q3 2020 pro forma, primarily due
to Q3 2021 production losses as a
result of unfilled semiconductor orders. Stellantis CEO, Carlos Tavares,
has said he thinks the shortages

Severe weather
In February 2021 the Austin, Texas
plants of Samsung and NXP Semiconductors were forced to close for
a period through lack of power following a severe winter storm. Sudden
power outages are a nightmare for
chip plants, which are designed to run
24 hours per day. As a result, several
months of production were lost. It just
so happens that NXP is a major supplier to the automotive industry.
Meanwhile Taiwan experienced its
worst drought for half a century,
leading to problems for chip producers, who are large consumers of water. Taiwan is the world’s largest chip
manufacturer with the Taiwan Semiconductor Manufacturing Company
(TSMC) accounting for more than
50% of the global wafer foundry market. It needs around 63m litres per
day, some of which is used up to three
times, before being discarded.
Factory fires
During 2020 and 2021 two Japanese
factories suffered fires that put them
out of production for up to 100 days.
One (Renesas) supplies 30 percent of
the global market for microcontroller
units used in cars.
Procuring investment
Chip factories are extremely expen-
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could continue into next year whilst
Intel has said that the chip shortage
could get worse before it gets better. Intel believes it will take a year
or two for supplies to normalise.
Another manufacturer (who asked
not to be named) told us that all its
customer groups were affected by
the current delays. In some cases,
this manifested itself as equipment
restrictions in certain models. The
intention was that the missing items
be retrofitted when they became
available. However, due to the ongoing high volatility, it was difficult
to say how the situation would develop. The company went on to say
that, despite the great flexibility of
its plants around the world, they
could not assume that they would
be able to make up the production
shortfalls, which were caused by the
temporary production reductions,
until the end of this year. According to the European Automobile
Manufacturers’ Association (ACEA)
10.8 million passenger cars were made in
the European Union in
Carlos Tavares,
CEO Stellantis
2020, a drop of 23.3%
compared to 2019. In
the case of vans, such
as those used for the
production of RV’s,
there was a decline
of 17.6% in 2020 compared to 2019. The
big question is ‘where
does all this leave the
RV industry?’

sive, take a long time to come onstream, and need to run at 70%+ capacity to make a profit. Investing in a
factory now, which might not come
onstream until 2024, when the chip
shortage may be over, can be seen as
risky at best.
Whilst this view is no doubt holding
back some of the smaller players,
governments are cottoning on to the
fact that investments in their semiconductor industries can be money
well spent. For example, in the US, in
March 2021, the Biden administration
has earmarked $50 billion of a $2 tril-

lion infrastructure investment package for the semiconductor industry.
Meanwhile the South Korean government has announced a huge $451
billion investment to help its semiconductor industry.
These announcements had the effect
of boosting confidence. In September
2021, Intel announced a US$20 billion
plan to expand its advanced chip making capacity in Arizona. This followed
on from TSMC announcing US$12
billion plan to build and operate a
semiconductor fabrication factory in
Arizona. Construction was underway

Effects on the RV industry
In both Europe and the US registrations of new vehicles dropped dramatically in the first half of 2020. This was easily explained by people
staying at home and most dealerships shut.
However, in the second half of 2020, with restrictions lifting, the demand for RVs soared as people sought the perfect socially distanced
holiday. In the US for example, The RV Industry association reported that suppliers were seeing as much as 170% increase in first-time
buyers.
In Europe, the CIVD reports that registrations of new motorhomes
were up 20.8% in 2020 compared to 2019 with Germany leading the
charge at 44.8%. On the other hand, registrations of new caravans
were down 2.7% in the same period.
Nevertheless, it didn’t take long for supplies to become tight and delivery times to go way out. Twelve months is now typical. This is a real
issue for first time buyers and the challenge we face now is how to
stop them walking away.

in June 2021 with the first chips due
to roll off the production line in 2024.
They will use the company’s cutting
edge five-nanometre technology.
In parallel with this high-level investment, we are beginning to see a
re-alignment of supply chains, with
the bigger customers developing
their own chips or setting up dedicated suppliers. Apple, for example,
with its ground breaking M1 chip has
combined many previously individual
functions into one ‘system on a chip’.
Google too is believed to be developing its own CPU.

Conclusion
The term ‘perfect storm’ has become
much over-used in recent years but
it does very well sum up what is happening at the moment. One can’t help
wondering what the situation might
have been if those automotive semiconductor orders had not been cancelled in early 2020. However, the fact
remains that they were, and the rest as
they say, is history. One thing we can
be sure of is that the auto makers will
be seeking greater control over their
supply chains, they won’t want to be

caught with their pants down again.
Hyundai’s COO, José Muñoz has said
he hopes the company will develop its
own semiconductors. It’s certainly a
logical move, especially if other auto
makers join in to spread the cost. There
may also be reviews of purchasing policies – it seems those with the most
aggressive policies have suffered the
most, probably because they have engendered the least sympathy from the
chip makers. The one thing that pretty
much everyone agrees on is that we’re
not out of the woods yet and it will be
some time before we are.
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Company news TRUMA

Truma iNet
X Pro Panel fit for OEM
Knaus Tabbert did it. Carthago did it too. Trigano did it as well. They are the first
motorhome manufacturers to implement the new Truma iNet X Pro Panel in selected
RVs. Actually Weinsberg-models of the Knaus group, Malibu-models of Carthago and
CI-, Roller Team- and Benimar-models from the Trigano group are equipped with the
new and comfortable electronic system from Truma

T

he Truma iNet X Pro Panel is only factory fitted by RV
manufacturers and cannot be retrofitted. The Pro version, which is integrated in the original system, interfaces
originally with the vehicle’s standard ECU and allows numerous additional functions for viewing and controlling the onboard peripherals (tank level, battery level, light control, etc.)
which are not possible in the panel version for the aftermarket. To date, the Truma iNet X Pro Panel is already installed
as standard on some models of Knaus Tabbert (Weinsberg),
Carthago (Malibu) and Trigano (CI, Roller Team and Benimar).
And it is expected that motorhome owners who have installed
the after market version Truma iNet X Panel will be very much
satisfied with the new comfort. And consequently, they and
probably many other new buyers will expect in future to have
this OEM-tool being standard of an RV.
This expectation is based on the many benefits Truna iNet X
offers, especially in the OEM version. The Truma iNet X Pro
Panel is only factory-fitted for vehicle manufacturers, while the
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Words Peter Hirtschulz

Truma iNet X Panel is available for retrofitting. The compatible devices differ from each other in some cases. The biggest
difference lies in the connection of sensors and the electrical
block - this is only possible with the Truma iNet X Pro Panel
and thus allows the display of level sensors and the control
of switches. In addition the Pro Panel-version supports more
devices, such as the heating system ALDE 3020 for example.
The iNet X-story startet already some years ago: in the very
beginning Truma’s iNet system, launched in 2015, set new
paths, earning the European Innovation Award in 2016. It does
not only allow to control functions such as heating and air conditioning from a convenient central panel, but also allows to
control all these functions remotely, via a smartphone app with
a minimum 2G signal on both sides. The reason iNet can work
with such a basic signal is that it relies on text messaging to
send commands. This is sufficient for a wide variety of functions, but communication technology has made great strides
in the space of six years. 4G is now the norm and 5G is already

In partnership with

Trigano installs
Truma iNet X Pro
Panel as standard

rolled out in many areas.
Furthermore, the so-called ‘Internet of Things’ (IoT) is now
really within reach, and sooner or later almost everything will
be connected to the network. Thus Truma has created a completely updated version of its iNet. The result is called the iNet
X System, a brand new system that Truma describes as “a dazzling path to the future of travel”.
With the reliance on text messaging gone, we now have a
whole new range of advanced communication and control
protocols in its place. The highlights of the new product are its
open design and a new central operating system. This makes it
easy to add new devices when needed, since the software can
be updated remotely to ensure that the system is always “up
to date”. Control takes place via an intuitive color touchscreen
panel or via a smartphone APP that uses the 4G network.
The Truma iNet X APP has the same sophisticated navigation
menu and appearance as the control panels and is therefore
very easy to use. The connection is currently via Bluetooth.
Finally the Truma iNet X Panel and Truma iNet X Pro Panel are
both components of the Truma iNet X System and based on
the same technology. Both are updatable and expandable. The
design and operation are also identical. But as already mentioned the Truma iNet X Pro Panel is only factory fitted for vehicle manufacturers, while the Truma iNet X Panel is a product
for the aftermarket. A big advantage of the Pro Panel-version
ist the marketing support for the manufacturers provided by
Truma. Thus Truma is prepared to support individual solutions
in this field to be used by the manufacturers for their individual
marketing activities.
Important to know, retrofitting the Truma iNet X Pro Panel is
not possible. For this reason, it is not only desirable for future
vehicle generations, but it certainly will be soon standard at a
certain quality level, to be equipped with the Truma iNet X Pro
Panel, in order to fulfil the comfort wishes of the customers
already in the original equipment.

Among the vehicles which
have the Truma iNet X Pro
Panel installed as standard,
there are some Trigano models from the brands Caravans
InternationaI, Roller Team and
Benimar. We asked Massimo
Massimo Lori
Lori, Product Development
Manager at Trigano Spa and
SEA Spa, to tell us what reasons led them to choose this
product.
“We decided to include iNet X Pro on our brands for a few
reasons, but mainly because, in our opinion, the current
systems, both ours and Truma’s, were not user friendly
enough. For a novice customer, it is not easy to turn on
the heating, plan it and use all the utilities. Until now, all of
our panels and devices were quite old-fashioned. I don’t
like to force users to read manuals or to necessarily have
an expert with them who can explain how the devices and
the electronics we install work.
We believed (and we have ascertained) that this system
was much more user-friendly than the systems previously
installed and, above all, we wanted to integrate both the
management of the heating part and other functions relating to the vehicle into a single system. This system, in
fact, represents the heart of the vehicle: it not only manages the heating, but allows numerous additional functions for displaying and controlling the on-board peripherals, from the air conditioning, to the tank and battery
levels, up to the control of the lights. We have therefore
taken a step forward for our customers.
Ultimately, our smartphones have certainly become an
integral part of our daily life and help us make life easier.
Having an App that can program and control the vehicle
remotely, even if (for now) only via Bluetooth, is an important element for us. Home automation is already a reality in many homes and with a smartphone you can manage sockets, televisions, refrigerators and heating. This is
also the future of recreational vehicles and we want to be
protagonists of innovation“.

COMPARISON OF TRUMA CONTROL UNITS

iNet X

iNet X Pro

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Alde 3020 HE

No

Yes

Air conditioners from other manufacturers

Dometic Freshjet

Yes

Yes

Integration of: level sensors (battery, water)
and switches (main switch, pump, multimedia, light)

EBL, IBS Adapter

No

Yes

External / internal temperature sensor on the panel

Yes

Yes

Future expansions with new products and services

Yes

Yes

Precise fault designation with advice on solutions

Yes

Yes

Intuitive control of the app via Bluetooth
Control of Truma devices
(heating / water, air conditioning)

Combi (D) (E)
Saphir, Aventa

LevelControl
Control of Alde devices

The intuitive color touchscreen panel
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Company news FIAT PROFESSIONAL

2022,
the golden year
of the Ducato
The Italian vehicle was rated by Euro
NCAP as the best European commercial
van in terms of active safety, as well
as being receiving the “Best base
for motorhome” award for the 14th
consecutive time by the readers of the
German magazine Promobil
Words Paolo Galvani

A

ccording to the European New
Car Assessment Program (Euro
NCAP), the Fiat Ducato is the
safest European commercial van of
2022. This by was established by comparing 19 vehicles and their advanced
driver assistance systems (ADAS). This
institution - founded in 1997 and supported by various European governments, automotive, consumer and insurance organizations - is responsible
for defining the methods for assessing
the active and passive safety of new vehicles using specific test protocols.
The conclusions regarding active safety
are based on rigorous tests using ADAS
carried out on the road. They are measured by a percentage score and a colour: platinum, gold, silver and bronze.
The new Fiat Ducato achieved 88 percent and is the only vehicle among
those considered to be awarded the
Platinum level, as well as the first one
to achieve this result. In the previous
round of tests, carried out about a year
ago, the vehicle was classified in the
bronze category, but the important innovations made in terms of safety, with
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the introduction of an advanced set of
sensors, allowed the Ducato to position
itself as clear winner of this comparative.
Last year, Euro NCAP drew attention to
the poor level of safety equipment on
commercial vans. “As the workhorse of
choice for couriers and small businesses, these vehicles spend a lot of time on
the road where, because of their
size and mass, they represent a
larger hazard to smaller vehicles and vulnerable road users if
they are involved in a collision,”
writes the institution. “New
legislation will force van manufacturers to fit basic avoidance
systems, already widely available on passenger cars, in a few
years’ time. In the meantime,
Euro NCAP’s commercial van
ratings aim to encourage manufacturers to fit more advanced
systems more quickly”.
This request was taken seriously by Fiat, and when restyling of
the award-winning Ducato (the
“Best base for motorhomes”

according to Promobil readers also in
2022) it decided to step on the accelerator on the safety front.
As a result, the new Ducato boasts
Driver Drowsy Detection as standard,
a system that monitors driving habits
and detects possible driver fatigue. As
an option or as standard, depending
on the market, you can also have AEB

In partnership with

(Automatic Emergency Braking), Lane
Control and Adaptive Cruise Control
systems. Taken together, these features
allow the vehicle to reach Level 2 of autonomous driving.
The Safety Assist score is determined
by tests on the most important driving support technologies to avoid and
mitigate accidents. In these tests, Euro
NCAP verifies the functionality and /
or performance of the system during
normal driving and in typical accident
scenarios. The first evaluation area
concerns the system that manages
emergency braking (AEB), which uses
sensors to detect the presence of a
potential hazard in front of the vehicle and, if the driver has not done so
in time, applies the brakes to avoid a
collision or to mitigate its severity. Euro
NCAP verifies the behavior of the system in numerous conditions, judging its
effectiveness in the presence of other
vehicles, cyclists, or pedestrians.
The second element under the spotlight
of the European institution is the cruise
control system. A good solution has to
be able to inform the driver about the
current limit, warn him when the vehicle speed is above the set threshold
and actively prevent the vehicle from
exceeding the speed limit. For systems
that adaptively control speed, tests are
performed to ensure that everything is
working accurately.
The third aspect consists of Lane Keep
Assist (LKA) systems, which help correct the trajectory of a vehicle that is
gradually moving out of its lane. Usually, these systems acoustically alert the
driver of danger and also apply a small
amount of steering to prevent the vehicle from leaving the lane. Emergency
Lane Keeping (ELK) systems intervene
much more aggressively, but only when
a critical situation is detected.

Finally, Euro NCAP verifies the presence and effectiveness of the occupant
status monitoring systems, ranging
from the reporting of failure to engage
seat belts to new technologies capable of monitoring the driver’s attention
conditions.
The comment of Euro NCAP released
after the tests carried out on the new
Fiat Ducato is very positive. “In tests of
its response to other vehicles, the autonomous emergency braking (AEB)
system performed well at low speeds,
even when the target was highly offset
relative to the path of the test vehicle,”
the final report reads. The system also
worked very well in tests where the
target was braking, both in conditions
of limited space and in the presence of
heavy slowdowns. However, the results
at higher speeds can be improved.
The AEB system reacts to vulnerable
road users excellently, avoiding collisions with pedestrian targets - adults
and children - up to the highest test
speeds. In the tests in the presence of a
cyclist, the Ducato avoided the collision
in all scenarios and scored maximum
points.
While last year the Ducato only offered
Lane Departure Warning (LDW), today
there is also Lane Keeping Assist (LKA),
which helps to put the vehicle back on
its intended trajectory. The system also
intervenes in some more critical situations to prevent the vehicle from going
off the road and, overall, the performance was good.
“A camera-based speed-limit information system identifies the local limit
using traffic-sign recognition and provides this information to the driver. The
driver-set speed limiter maintained
speed sufficiently accurately to meet
Euro NCAP’s requirements and the
system was rewarded,” adds the Euro

NCAP, which closes by signaling the
standard presence of a warning sign
for not wearing a seat belt on the three
front seats and a monitoring system
that warns the driver of any fatigue or
problems.

LANE SUPPORT - LANE KEEP ASSIST
18.8/20 pts (94%)

AEB CYCLIST
10/10 pts (100%)

AEB PEDESTRIAN
9.9/10 pts (99%)

Promobil: it has been the “Best camper base” for 14 years
For 14 consecutive years, the Fiat
Ducato has been awarded the prestigious “Best base for motorhomes”
award assigned by the readers of the
German magazine Promobil. The 2022
version was a real triumph, with 59.4
percent of voters citing the Italian
model as their favorite. The previous
record, with 56.4 percent of the votes,
dates back to 2018. This year’s victory is even more impressive, considering that the sector has seen several
competitors refresh their image in an
attempt to become more competitive.

The title awarded confirms the trust
placed by customers in the Ducato
motorhome as the ideal base for their
leisure time. In fact, Fiat Professional
has built up its in-depth knowledge of
the world of recreational vehicles, always guaranteeing its customers maximum flexibility and freedom. Ducato,
which celebrated its 40th birthday in
2021, continues to confirm its leadership in the sector, as demonstrated by
the 700,000 European families who
have chosen it as the base for their
motorhomes.
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CBE and
Nordelettronica
merge into AL-KO
Vehicle Technology
Electronics
The American multinational DexKo group continues its path of growth in the
electronics sector through its Business Unit AL-KO Vehicle Technology with a strategic
merger that opens interesting future scenarios in terms of connectivity: It established
AL-KO Vehicle Technology Electronics S.r.l., an Italian company with registered office
in Trento. The new company is the result of the merger of two suppliers of electrical
and electronic systems applied mainly to caravanning with customers all over the
world: CBE srl and Nordelettronica srl
Words Giorgio Carpi
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C

BE joined the AL-KO Vehicle
Technology Group in 2018. It has
two production plants in Italy and
a third one in Tunisia. Nordelettronica
was acquired by the Group two years
later, in 2020. It has two production
plants, one in Italy and one in Romania. Both brands have a history of
more than 40 years and act as design
partners for motorhome and caravan
manufacturers, offering customised
solutions for on-board electrical systems: from control panels to distribution boards, from battery chargers to
probes, sockets, switches, and complete vehicle wiring. Nordelettronica is
also specialised in the field of battery
chargers for scrubber cleaning machines, forklifts, and golf carts.
“With this merger, AL-KO Vehicle
Technology is adding even more impetus to its growth and development
in the electronics sector” says Harald

Hiller, President & CEO of AL-KO Vehicle Technology Group: “The company will also further intensify the
cooperation with AL-KO Technology
Lithuania in the design and development of electronics. For the time being, we will continue to use CBE and
Nordelettronica as product brands.
They are both brands well recognised
worldwide for their quality and reliability, present on a significant number of
European motorhomes. A comprehensive after-sales service is, of course,
provided.”
The current management remains
unchanged for the time being, as do
the production activities, which will
continue to be carried out in the respective plants as before. However,
the merger has already triggered a
process of improvement, especially
in the areas of quality and production
processes as well as supply chain optimisation. This also results into a tangible benefit for the customers, who
are ensured to obtain steady supplies.
“I welcome with great enthusiasm
AL-KO Vehicle Technology Electronics S.r.l.” adds Gerd Stoll, managing
director of AL-KO Kober GmbH/Srl.
“This merger combines the credibility
and reliability of the Nordelettronica
and CBE brands with the success story of AL-KO Vehicle Technology. We
now even more clearly put our brand
at the service of innovation and evolution in the field of electronics applied
to caravanning and other automotive
sectors. CBE and Nordelettronica are
collaborating on the development of
new products, making their knowhow available to each other. Now we
can do even more and better, with a
unified R&D department. Huge challenges are connectivity and IoT, so this
merger allows us to become the key
player of this evolution, offering our
OEM customers all necessary security when it comes to products that are
crucial for the operation of a recreational vehicle”.

Harald Hiller

Gerd Stoll

On left page, from the left:
Alessandro Chies, Paolo Moiola
and Dorian Sosi - co-managing
directors of AL-KO Vehicle
Technology Electronics

On the right:
CBE headquarters in Trento, Italy,
and Nordelettronica headquarters
in Albina di Gaiarine (TV), Italy
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Making
things go
smoothly
Optimizing spaces and resources, creating
a constant and constructive dialogue
between the various companies in the
group and a variety of its experts: this is
the task of Giovanni Casarini within the
large, multifaceted and multinational
reality that Lippert is
Words Enrico Bona

L

ippert is a rapidly evolving company that is growing year after
year with an increasing and incisive presence in the RV sector in Europe. To better manage this change,
experts are needed who are able to
maintain a dialogue with the various
parts of the business. This is a fundamental role of the Lean Manager: we
met Giovanni Casarini, the man who
has the task of creating uniformity and
sharing between the various entities of
the Lippert group in Italy.
Aboutcamp BtoB: Where do you
come from, and what is your experience of Lippert?
Giovanni Casarini: I come from Bologna, in Italy, the city where I still live.
Having a fairly nomadic role, I can keep
living there because I visit all the Italian
plants, not only the RV ones, but also
those connected to the railway sector. I
often also travel to Polyplastic’s plants
in the Netherlands and, if it wasn’t
for Covid, I would have travelled a lot
more. I come from a consultancy background and have done 14 years of consultancy in the field of business organization, optimization of operations and,
therefore, improvement of efficiencies,
reorganization of spaces, layout, assembly and choice of machines. I have
been with Lippert since June 2019 and
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I came with experience in Metallarte
having followed some projects with Michele Checcucci around 2010. In 2019,
after Lippert had entered the field, Michele convinced me to join them.
Aboutcamp BtoB: When you joined
Lippert in 2019, what were you initially responsible for?
Giovanni Casarini: The first activity,
which is partly still in progress, was the
transition to a single management system for the entire group. Lippert was
created as a group of many small companies, and has established itself as a
large group made up of small companies. My role was to help to organize
the structure. The first activity was to
try to make all these companies part
of a group in which procedures and
organizations were shared as much as
possible. This made it easier to map
and better understand the potential
of each one, and start using common
metrics to work all as one company as
well as speaking the same language.
At the same time, we also started the
change of the company’s information
system and ERP. We created a model
of processes and integrated them into
those companies where certain management structures did not yet exist.
Aboutcamp BtoB: How many facto-

ries have you worked on?
Giovanni Casarini: I was asked, along
with others, to design the future processes for a total of six plants for the
RV sector and two business units for
the railway part, in Tuscany and Lombardy.
Aboutcamp BtoB: In this journey you
have made important optimizations
in the San Casciano headquarters and
brought a series of productions there,
optimizing all your processes...
Giovanni Casarini: Yes, we have
brought new product families into the
existing San Casciano production site,
concentrating the ranges of doors and
steps, sheet metal working and also
using the site as a mechanical R&D
workshop for the group; plastic moulding, on the other hand, has always remained in San Casciano. Finally, we
have concentrated the bed production
centre in Pontedera.
Aboutcamp BtoB: What concrete advantages does this type of optimization bring?
Giovanni Casarini: First of all, it improves the rationalization of space so
that for the same square metres, the
productivity volumes increase. It improves the sharing of indirect resources: the logistics part has been reorga-
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nized and the warehouses have been
increased with better information management activities. The programming
and all the indirect production support
activities have been organized in a
highly efficient way and were able to
cope with the incredible surge in volumes we had at the end of the last year.
Aboutcamp BtoB: How has there
been a transfer of know-how from
the United States, and is this process
managed in complete autonomy or
have there been guidelines?
Giovanni Casarini: Right from the start,
the United States elected Lean as “The
Way” for continuous improvement.
As for the Company Core Values, in
Europe we are fully aligned with this
methodological approach and keep
in contact with frequent meetings;
we have a cost-benefit and return on
investment reporting system that is
shared with the headquarters in America. The entire company network contributes to communications among the
various plants, with all the advantages
that being part of a large group entails
for each one. We want to share knowledge because, if the entire cultural
level of our plants grows, the level of
involvement grows and this is also reflected in the performance.
Aboutcamp BtoB: What is the most
difficult challenge you have faced in
recent years?
Giovanni Casarini: The most difficult, in
my opinion, is particular to the RV sec-

tor: there are always urgent requests
and very demanding customizations.
The companies acquired by Lippert
had, and still have, their strong points
in the service, in some cases even before the product. The biggest challenge
is to maintain efficiency without losing
the natural strengths of the group’s RV
companies.
Aboutcamp BtoB: If tomorrow Lippert acquires another company, with
the experience you have now with
these processes, would the integra-

tion of this new company be faster
than in the past?
Giovanni Casarini: Yes, of course. We
have learned a lot from our experiences and we already have a consolidated
group of companies that all work on
the same IT system and have already
had experiences of sharing resources.
By traveling between the factories and
involving those who already had experience in solving specific problems,
a group of people was formed which
is now able to facilitate the project of
fully understanding new realities.

Lippert surpasses 550,000 hours of community
service with its “Culture of Caring” Initiative
Lippert kicked off 2022 in a big way as
it announced that team members have
volunteered more than 550,000 hours
in communities across the world since
2017. The community service effort,
known as the 100,000 Hour Volunteer
Initiative, is part of Lippert’s focus on
creating a culture that empowers and
supports team members to give back
and make positive differences in their
local communities.
Each year, the company challenges its
14,000+ team members to volunteer
more than 100,000 hours of service to
organizations that align with their passion and interests. In 2021, more than
50% of team members participated
in various volunteer events, activities,
and small acts of kindness.

Despite the ongoing challenges of the
COVID-19 pandemic, team members
found new and creative ways to give
back in 2021 and volunteer more than
100,000 hours. Some of those activities included making weekly phone
calls to homebound senior citizens,
holding cookouts to honor emergency
workers, coordinating a snow shoveling challenge to help neighbors in
need, taking a pie in the face to raise
money for charity, and making heated
blankets for the homeless.
“It’s truly incredible and humbling to
see how our team members from all
over the world continue to make a difference in ways that are meaningful
and impactful. Serving alongside one
another helps us strengthen our rela-

tionships, our teams, our culture, and
ultimately the community. Our hope is
that other businesses follow the lead
we are setting because that will truly make a difference in this world we
live in as we make business a force for
good. We’re excited to see all that’s
ahead in 2022,” said Jason Lippert,
President and CEO of Lippert.
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Polyvision Curved window, Polyplastic by Lippert + Sirio 2.0 blind and flyscreen, Lippert

A complete range of blind
systems and flyscreens
Lippert introduces more innovations that progress its intention to supply
specific products for the van segment

I

n 2019, Lippert acquired the Italian
brand Lavet, a specialist in the production of blinds and flyscreen for
RV’s and also an established leader in
the accessories segment in the European market. The core business of the
Lavet factory (named Plant 310), are
blinds and flyscreens.
“Immediately after the acquisition by
Lippert a year ago, we closed our domestic housing production in order to
give the RV sector our 100 percent effort
and productivity,” says Mattia Falconi,
the general manager of Plant 310.
“A significant product that has enriched
the Lippert range of blinds and flyscreens is the Sirio 2.0, a new and even
more versatile generation of blinds developed from the Sirio 1.0 through an
important collaboration with Polyplastic
(also owned by Lippert),” adds Mattia
Falconi.
”Sirio 1.0 initially created a technical interference with Polyplastic products
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Words Enrico Bona

and this has made it possible to create a
standard integrated design and production for the entire group, and the Sirio 2.0
is the result,” he continued.
Lippert has concentrated on Plant 310
due to its know-how and production
capacity, and thanks to its specialized
machinery, today the factory is able to
supply any type of profile, both in PVC
and aluminum.
An excellent case study of the potential
of Lippert’s blinds and flyscreen division is the prestigious collaboration with
Adria for its Astella luxury caravan model
that is currently one of the most fascinating and sought-after products in the
sector: for the Astella, Lippert supplies
the large flyscreen for the entrance door,
divided into two panels with handles,
and the curved profile housing the external perimeter LED strip of the caravan.
Sirio blinds and flyscreens
The Sirio 2.0 is a new, integrated blind

and flyscreen system in durable PVC
that is suitable for all flat walls on leisure
vehicles, while Sirio Alu is Sirio 2.0’s twin
product, aimed at curved van walls.
Both products ensure privacy and a
perfect control of natural light by retractable polyester blinds, are easy to
operate by a manual sliding system
with spring-assist, and can be opened
in any position thanks to an effective
sliding mechanism. Sirio 2.0 is provided with a PVC profiled structure, while
Sirio Alu is aluminium framed and offers also an ABS locking clip.
“Even though they are considered very
important for comfort onboard a leisure vehicle, in the RV sector, blinds are
considered a cheap component: our
challenge, with the Sirio range, is keeping it priced well while adding value
with our quality materials and production service in order to compete with
eastern manufacturers,” comments
Mattia Falconi.

Skia System for Ducato’s cabin
Lippert’s 2022 innovations for the blind segment continue with
Skia, a system designed for the windscreen and the side windows of the Fiat Ducato V7 and V8 cab.
Skia is one of the several products from Lippert that intercept
the needs of the van sector which, as we know, is driving the
market and experiencing a real euphoria at the moment.
To black out the cabin’s interior, the Skia system deploys three
retractable elements, in aluminium and PVC; this comprises
two blinds – on the left and right side windows - plus one on
the front windscreen using a horizontal sliding mechanism.
Skia’s windscreen blind is available in three versions according
to the type of windscreen: standard, with sensor box, or with
rearview mirror, while side window blinds are available in two
particular versions for Ducato V7 and for Ducato V8.
“The exponential growth of the Fiat Ducato has suffered a decline due to the pandemic and the logistical difficulties at a
global level,” says Mattia Falconi. “Lippert plans to also have
the Skia concept for the Ford Transit chassis, in order to help
customers to manage the scarcity of chassis with a version of

our product suitable for the second most popular base vehicle
for the current RV market. The
market will lead this decision in
a short time,” he continued. Currently, the Skia system perfectly
fits both campervans and campers based on Fiat Ducato, giving
a strategic advantage for those
customers who build both vehicles on their production lines.

Vanscreen for van doors
Vanscreen is an aluminium flyscreen for van doors, and matches with Skia. It is an aluminum flyscreen with low, walkable,
L-shaped guide for the sliding side door. A clutched sliding
system allows Vanscreen to be opened to any position and
the entire system works independently of the curvature of the
sliding door, a challenge that has been solved by Lippert’s engineering.

Skia

Vanscreen

Windshield and side window blinds

Flyscreen for van doors

• Retractable, pleated blind to keep vehicle
interior blacked-out while parked
• Provides interior privacy as needed
• PVC and aluminum handle for manual horizontal sliding operation
• Windscreen blind available in three versions:
with sensor box, rearview mirror or standard
• Side window blinds available in two versions:
one (left / right) specific for Ducato V7 and
one (left / right) specific for Ducato V8

Mattia Falconi

• Aluminum sliding flyscreen
with low, walkable, L-shaped guide
• Keeps out insects and
debris while allowing fresh
airflow
• Clutched sliding system
allows the screen to be
opened to any position
• Vanscreen should be left
open while van door is closed to avoid obstruction
• Works independently of
sliding door

Clutched sliding system
allows the screen to be
opened to any position

Sirio Alu

Sirio 2.0

Curved blind and
flyscreen

Blind and flyscreen

• Retractable blind
to help regulate
light filtration and
protect privacy
• Manual sliding
system with
spring-assist for
easier operation
• Clutched sliding mechanism allows opening to any position
• Mesh screen keeps out insects and debris while allowing fresh
airflow
• Aluminum frame construction and polyester fabric blinds
• Integrated aluminum handle for easy operation
• Tough ABS locking clip for improved security
• Compatible with curved-wall vans in 4991 radiusand polyester
fabric blinds
• Integrated aluminum handle for easy operation
• Compatible with all vehicles with flat walls

• Retractable blind to
help regulate light
filtration and protect
privacy
• Manual sliding system
with spring-assist for
easier operation
• Clutched sliding mechanism allows opening to any position
• Mesh screen keeps out
insects and debris while
allowing fresh airflow
• Constructed with durable PVC
frame and polyester fabric blinds
• Integrated aluminum handle for
easy operation
• Compatible with all vehicles with
flat walls
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New automatic press LWRT

A partner for developing
cutting-edge solutions
The opening of a new production line reasserts the aim of Ama Composites to invest
in innovative materials and techniques capable of developing cutting-edge solutions,
partly carried over from the automotive sector and to be a valuable partner for RV
manufacturers

A
Scratch resistant painting
on RTM parts
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new production line has been
started at the Ama Composites plant for moulding LWRT
(Light Weight Reinforced Thermoplastic) parts. The new machinery had
increased the potential production
capacity of the company three-fold
putting it in the position to increase
its presence in the RV sector and to
address the transport vans, buses and
commercial vehicle industry as well.
Several years ago, Ama Composites

Words Renato Antonini

set itself the clear and ambitious objective to experiment with new technologies, sometimes carrying them
over from one sector to another, to
bring innovation and provide solutions
that overcome the limits of traditional
processing. The Italian company has
been working successfully for some
time now in various fields, including
the RV sector. With super-insulating
materials, LWRT technology, integration of radiant elements in the clad-

In partnership with

ding, Ama Composites offers a wide coming increasingly more successful
range of products for construction in the European market in the wake of
systems and RV interiors alike. Either the strong demand for camper vans.
way, the company is equipped to help In both cases, the structure integrates
customers find the right way to reach an inner cladding made of LWRT (eitheir goals one that may not always be ther soft or semi-rigid according to
the most obvious but that can achieve the chosen weight) and even a heatunexpected goals by breaking with ing system with radiant elements,
using the Amatherm technology detradition.
“We dare to take risks, experiment veloped by Ama Composites. A new
with new ways and the ability to engi- scratch-resistant paint that is remarkneer new solutions with accurate and ably durable, good-looking and resisreliable processing”, said Ama Com- tant to UV radiation and salt spray is
posites CEO Marco Corradini. “Ama available for the outer coating of the
Composites aims to be a creative and pop-up roof. By applying new techcompetent partner capable of solving nologies to the production of popup roofs, Ama Comvarious types of probposites can achieve a
lems, with a curiosity
“We can offer
weight reduction of at
for new technologies
more efficient,
least 25% compared
and the know-how to
convenient and
to traditional technolindustrialise
producalternative ways
ogies.
tion processes, both
on a small and large
to achieve results” “We started working in
the RV sector in 2006.
scale. I would like to invite the companies that do not know A lot has changed since then, but I
us yet to contact us because our cut- think the RV manufacturing world still
ting-edge technologies can offer more needs innovative materials and techefficient, convenient and alternative niques to grow”, Marco Corradini concluded. “Ama Composites has dedicatways to achieve their results.”
Ama Composites has recently stepped ed considerable resources to R&D. We
into a particular field, namely that of are always looking for new solutions:
pop-up roofs applied to camper vans some of them can give the RV sector
and roof-top tents. The production lighter and better-performing prodof roof-top tents, for which there is a ucts, with a careful eye on costs.”
great demand in various markets, is
well underway in the new Ama Composites factory in Eastern Europe. The
structure and protective shell of the
roof-pop tents are built using GRIT
(Glass Resin Impregnated ThermoMarco
plastic) technology. A project is ready
Corradini
to mass-produce a pop-up roof for installation on the vehicles that are be-

RTM
positioning / gluing
template

LWRT+ABS Interior

Over 20,000
parts per year
Unquestionably, the camper van
segment is the one in which Ama
Composites is currently most involved in the RV sector. For about
three years now, the company has
been supplying convincing solutions to several European manufacturers exploiting its experience
in the Light Commercial Vehicle
sector. LWRT technology is mainly
used to make moulded elements,
very often paired with thermoformed ABS elements, for internal
wall cladding, perfectly adapting
to the non-planar shapes of the
vans used as a base (Fiat Ducato and others). Products include
rear sleeping area cladding panels, side sliding door and hinged
rear door covering and finishing
elements, and moulded panels
for covering the wheel arches.
Ama Composites has been able to
work for leading European companies in the camper van sector.
Production in this area is currently
around 20,000 units per year and
there is interest in a possible expansion of production to the compact mini-van segment with and
without pop-up roofs. It is important to note that elements made
with LWRT technology have several advantages because they are
light and strong, easily washable
and mould-proof. They can also
be paired with other materials for
insulation (acoustic and thermal)
and finishing.
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Just
in time
Specialising in decals for the RV sector, the Italian company has grown
steadily in the customers’ appreciation for the just-in-time delivery
service and the customised graphic designs
Words Renato Antonini

M

.B. Trading has been in business since 1997 and after ten
years of operations in the RV
sector, the time has come to take
stock. The company is now a leading
European manufacturer of decals for
motorhomes and caravans. Numbers
don’t lie. Over 40,000 new vehicles
were customised with M.B. Trading
decals during the past year. That is a
considerable slice of the entire European market.
“Our production has grown a lot recently as a result of the market growth
following the pandemic and following
the acquisition of new customers”,
declared Walter Bracci, founding
partner of M.B. Trading. “About 90
per cent of the orders currently come
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from the RV sector, in which we have aimed at optimising product packagspecialised strong of the appreciation ing and shipments to customers.
expressed by the manufacturers who “Just-in-time deliveries are increasare our customers. Our turnover in- ingly in demand among our customcreased substantially in 2021, up 50% ers. It is a service of excellence that we
compared to 2020”. The company is can provide after the investments we
reorganising to meet the growing de- made in recent years and our consolimands. Today, M.B. Trading employs dated organisation principles”, Walter
60 people and the plant
Bracci explained. “We
is being expanded. It
can work according to
“We can work
now totals 4,000 square
according to the the production plan of
metres in size, which is
the various manufacturproduction plan ers, knowing what and
no mean feat for a printof the various
ing house. The company
how much they make.
is located in Pisa, Tuscamanufacturers” We are authorised to
ny, close to the producaccess the motorhome
tion sites of many Italian manufactur- manufacturer’s portal to schedule deers, almost all of which are located liveries knowing the day on which a
in the region. The site expansion is specific model will be assembled on
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Company Profile
M.B. Trading srl is one of the leading italian and international companies in the field of printing for
industrial and advertising decorations. Cutting-edge technologies,
orientation towards innovation
and creativity are at the base of a
wide range of products and solutions that enable M.B. Trading to
dress and decorate surfaces and
materials of any kind. M.B. Trading’s printing techniques range
from screen printing, with an over
20 years experience, to the most
innovative digital printing. The
company covers a total area of
4000 square meters and has 60
employees.

the production line”. In this way, M.B.
Trading can deliver day by day, without creating large batches. They only
need to know is that N vehicles of
model Y will be made on day X. The
main advantages for customers are
twofold. On the one hand, the manufacturer can reduce stock (space,
machinery and personnel), and on
the other hand, the decals they have
are always up-to-date, based on the
produced models, without needing
to keep kits on stock which would
deteriorate or remaining unused if
the planned vehicles are not actually
made. There have been many changes over the past ten years of operations of M.B. Trading in the RV sector. Printing techniques have evolved
(offering higher speed and better
definition), expansion of the colour
range, increase in the number of print
media. Importantly, the needs of vehicle manufacturers have also changed
with greater range fragmentation,
more models and more special series,

differentiating the various vehicles
made by the same group on the same
platform. This leads to a more differentiated production of decal kits.
“For instance, we purchased six new
machines in 2021, four printing plotters and two large cutting plotters

(up to 300x200 cm). We increased
the number of printing presses to
ten, plus seven cutting plotters. We
made decals for motorhomes built
with sandwich panels and for campervans with the original sheet metal
bodywork”.

The graphics department
Quantity, production quality, efficiency
and speed of service are the driving
factors for M.B. Trading. The graphics
department, which employs five people, can create customised solutions
for every single customer, and create

designs based on a few inputs from
the manufacturer. A pattern is firstly sketched by hand, then defined in
detail using computer graphics programs. The graphic style has certainly
changed over the years. With just a few

clever touches, the vehicles can be refreshed and made more contemporary
using more dynamic and lively patterns
that are more elegant at the same time,
differentiating the entry-level ranges
from the more prestigious ones.
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New processes
to raise the level
This well known German company, a specialist in
modified chassis for the RV industry, is increasing its productivity
by introducing new ERP software and also planning a massive
expansion of its production site in the near future

F

ahrzeugbau Meier GmbH is a German family business founded by
Hermann Meier in 2001. It is a specialist in the conversion of chassis for
large RVs and the most luxurious European liners. Fahrzeugbau Meier works
on the original chassis and, to meet the
technical needs of the modified vehicle in line with the customer’s needs,
modifies its structure by adapting the
suspension systems, wheel base, axle,
driving position and all the housings for
components, such as special tanks and
electrical wiring or hydraulics.

The product
The service provided by Fahrzeugbau
Meier is the stage between the chassis
manufacturer and the camper manufacturer. It customises the chassis according to the client’s specifications and
needs.
Fahrzeugbau Meier handles the entire
process from the concept of the project
to the actual production of the modified chassis so the client doesn’t have
to deal with any of these technicalities
themselves.
It delivers the chassis to the client’s
production line complete with all modifications the client requires. These are
mostly on the front part and suspension, plus technical items, such as gas
and fuel tanks, which all need to be appropriate for the enlarged performance
of the chassis.
The Meier Pedestal
Depending on the type of project, from
big integrated campers to colossal liners, Fahrzeugbau Meier can change
100% of the front of the original cab
thanks to its tried-and-trusted ‘Podestumbau’ (pedestal conversion), certified to ECE regulation R14.
This platform is the Fahrzeugbau Meier’s basic modular conversion which
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integrates the cockpit of main large vehicles in the sector, such as Iveco Daily,
Iveco Eurocargo, Mercedes Benz Atego
and, since last year, the great Mercedes
Actros. These chassis are the main ones
traditionally selected for the luxury liners sector of the market and Fahrzeugbau Meier’s pedestal has been the first
conversion base in the market, which
opened the way for extra-large liners to
be designed.
The Podestumbau brings advantages, such as, having no steps between
driver’s cabin and living area, improved
sound and heat insulation, improved visibility due to a forward seating position
and a significant reduction in weights.
The growth and the new ERP system
Today, Fahrzeugbau Meier has industrial
scale, market stability and a firm technological know-how built from 20 years
of experience, but it is always looking
forward towards even greater growth.
Currently, the company has six production halls at its based in Altdorf near
Nuremberg, Germany, and already has
permission to expand to double the size
of the current facility.
Fahrzeugbau Meier is planning for
growth in the next years, including new
offices and new production halls, to en-
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able it to handle all the current products
and processes better.
In the last 5-10 years, Fahrzeugbau Meier has already nearly doubled its personnel, volumes and revenues.
In order to keep on growing, it is has
now made an important investment in
the reorganization of the warehouse’s
processes using special ERP software
developed by abas Software GmbH.
This will organise the new production
process according to the most efficient
and modern Enterprise Resource Planning criteria.
This remarkable redesign of production
processes and spaces, in synergy with
Marco Vacca
the capabilities of the abas software, is
able to optimize production, solve many
problems and provide the customer fidence, so the new system will be fully
with an increasingly safe and accurate operational from March 1st,” adds Marco
product that’s always on time (see box Vacca, who is also the internal head of
the renovation project.
on the right).
“In addition to the benefits for custom- “Designing the entire production proers, this new integration between pro- cess, together with the abas team, was
duction and logistics, thanks to the abas a great project and industrial challenge
software, provides us with a variety of that has led us to now be able to guaranvaluable information which is extreme- tee our customers the utmost precision
ly useful for continuing to improve even and highest quality, both in the manufacturing of products
the smallest details,”
and in delivery times,”
says
Marco
Vacca,
“The investments
Commercial Director of and the commitment he continued.
As the global markets
Fahrzeugbau Meier.
to quality are the
are currently showing,
“The sophistication we
foundation for the the RV sector is more
have achieved in the
alive and active than
tuning between softfurther growth”
ever before. This is also
ware and production
also allows us to modify each phase of a phase when large companies must
the process with extreme ease, if neces- invest to maintain their position and,
above all, maintain their high quality
sary,” added Marco Vacca.
These innovations, which will radical- standards and strict compliance with
ly enhance Fahrzeugbau Meier’s per- delivery times. The scarcity of raw maformance, took more than two years terials and the lengthening of the supply
between design and intense testing chain offer challenges to which Fahrzeugbau Meier presents itself as a modphases.
“We planned to launch this new phase ern, structured and innovative compaof the company, with the integration of ny, not only in its products but also in its
abas software into our production and values and corporate capabilities.
processes, as soon as possible. However, “Facing these challenging times doesn’t
we wanted to complete further tests in worry us, but, on the contrary, motivates
order to reach the highest level of con- us to grow more and more solidly” says
Marco Vacca.

ERP software
and certifications
The renowed abas ERP software
has emproved the Fahrzeugbau
Meier configurator to provide an
efficient and integrated production
process. The advantages for the client can be summarised as:
• Safer processes
• Faster service
• No mistakes
• Production tracking
• Flexible system for any change
and any volume, even in work in
progress
• All COC certifications provided

“The investments and the commitment
of the Meier family to quality, together
with the introduction of the abas system, are the foundation for the further
growth that Fahrzeugbau Meier chases
for the future,” concludes Marco Vacca.
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Full throttle at the US plant
The Italian company is bolstering its presence in North America, where the Vetroresina
LLC branch has been operating for several years. Production has surged following the
installation of a new automated line and innovative products, like Vetroprint, have also
been created
Words Renato Antonini

A

fter having expanded its plant
in Italy, Vetroresina S.p.A. is
now operating at several levels in the U.S.A. The Italian company
began exporting fibreglass sheets to
North America at the end of the 1990s
and an office was set up to serve that

The 120-meter plant in Greenville
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market directly in 2008. The American branch, called Vetroresina LLC, is
located in Greenville, South Carolina.
The production site covers an area of
almost 18,000 square metres and employs around forty people. Vetroresina
LLC works 70% in the RV sector, with

the remaining 30% in constructions,
marine and transport vehicles.
“We started building our Greenville
plant in 2005 and production was
kicked off in 2008”, explained Elena Colombarini, general manager of
Vetroresina LLC. “We worked hard
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throughout the dark years of the re- entire wall of a large RV”. Vetroresicession and more and more positive na LLC is the only company to offer
results came our way. Today, the mar- a product like this that does not need
ket situation is optimal and we are to be glued to a wood or other plassupplying leading RV manufacturers, tic substrate and can be easily paintlike the REV Group and the Forest Riv- ed. Interestingly, the thick gelcoat can
be sanded. The advantage of these
er Group”.
The degree of automation in produc- sheets is that they conceal the undertion has increased considerably since lying metal frame structure. Further2008. Fewer and fewer processes are more, unlike laminated wooden panels,
carried out manually also to the ben- they do not show the joints and posefit of thorough quality control. All sible deterioration of the wood (due
machinery is designed directly by the to water infiltration) is avoided. The
new thinner, lightweight
company’s
engineers
to best suit production
“Our production sheets, on the other
requirements. The decapacity can now hand, are around 1.5 mm
thick (similar to Europevelopment of Vetroretouch 4 million
an production) and can
sina LLC has speeded
square metres
be wound up into coils.
up greatly in recent
“We can supply our
months and a producper year”
customers with a wide
tion plant, similar to the
one recently set up in the Vetroresina range of products with remarkable
S.p.A. plant in Italy, has been built in production flexibility”, concluded Elethe American factory. This is a high- na Colombarini. “We can handle large
ly automated production line for the orders and small batches alike. We bediscontinuous cycle production of fi- lieve that talking with our customers
breglass sheets of up to 120 metres in is important. We want to be more and
size. They are wound in coils to provide considerable advantages in terms
of shipping.
“The new production line started in
November 2021”, Elena Colombarini
explained. “The installation of the new
automated machinery, which required
a major expansion of the shop floor,
has allowed us to bolster our market
presence. Our production capacity
can now touch 4 million square metres
per year. We can now offer our customers a variety of products, either in
coils or large sheets.
Our core business for the RV sector is
the supply of thick (5 mm) resin and
fibreglass composite sheets. They are
60 metres in length and can be cut
Vetroprint 3 mm
to any customer request to build an
Insulation 40 mm

Elena
Colombarini

more of a solution provider.”
Vetroresina LLC has recently been
developing a project to recycle fibreglass, in synergy with the Italian
branch, through the subsidiary Gees
Recycling Srl. The waste material resulting from the production process
is used to make composite materials
used in the furniture, building and RV
sectors.

FRP 1,5 mm

Vetroprint
Vetroresina LLC has just launched an
innovative product called Vetroprint.
It is a new fibreglass sheet with special patterns, textures and finishes. It
costs less than a painted panel and
guarantees a longer life than decals
applied to the panel. Vetroprint is
available in any custom design, either
matte, high-gloss or textured. Fibreglass can reproduce any colour and
texture, including wood, stone, special
patterns, carbon effect, etc. Vetroprint

is durable, waterproof, washable and
UV-resistant. Importantly, it is also
self-extinguishing. It can be used for
floors, exterior cladding, furniture and
interior cladding. It is a solution that
can lead to a reduction in costs while
providing excellent aesthetic results.
It is also appreciable for the fact that
it is lightweight and easy to repair.
“The American leisure market is increasingly looking to alternative materials to wood. Our Vetroprint sheets

can be used in the RV sector for caravans and motorhomes but we are also
receiving a lot of requests from builders of small hunting and fishing huts”,
explained Elena Colombarini, General
Manager of Vetroresina LLC. “We are
also receiving positive feedback from
the shipbuilding and construction
sectors.”
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Salvatore Filippi
CEO of Filippi 1971

Working for
a sustainable fu(rni)ture
Filippi 1971 looks to the future with a precise environmental sustainability program:
from the use of a green product such as Italian poplar wood to intensive research on
lightweight composite materials, this is how the Italian company is committed

S

ustainability: for some time now,
this has been one of the keywords
driving all Filippi 1971’s activities
and it proves this in various ways. Let’s
start with what is the basis of production: wood. The Italian poplar used is
the most sustainable material because
it comes from plantation and does not
cause any deforestation; moreover,
poplar is native, not transplanted, existing in nature in the region where Filippi
1971 is located.
“Our production is based on Italian poplar – says Francesca Filippi, Export Sales
and Marketing Manager at Filippi 1971 –
and we support the short supply chain
with materials coming from neighboring
territories. Poplar is an excellent material: the engineered panels obtained are
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light, durable, and specifically the Italian clone I-214 offers the absolute best
quality that is reflected in flawless cutting operations and no waste”.
For Filippi 1971, therefore, the Italian
poplar is a sustainable material for
several reasons: it comes from plantation, contributing to compensate CO2
emissions, it generates no waste and it
comes from close areas with little environmental impact due to transport pollution.
“With the issue of the highest transport
costs ever experienced affecting all
companies at the moment, – continues
Francesca Filippi – we believe the Italian
poplar is a winning choice. In fact, if on
the one hand we are witnessing disproportionate rises on the prices of all raw

materials, on the other hand, by preferring the Italian poplar we do not have to
bear the substantial increases on continental and extra-continental transport
rates”.
Being part of the chains of custody
programs, upon request Filippi 1971 can
provide FSC® or PFC® traceability certifications of its manufactured products.
“Adamas”, one of the company’s latest
proposals, also uses poplar wood: this
multilayer panel receives an in-house
treatment that allows the surface to get
aesthetical homogeneity to cover the
wood cathedral, as well as a considerable resistance to accidental impact.
“Adamas” is offered as an alternative
to Ilomba-faced panels which use forest wood. Filippi 1971 is also starting to
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VittEr® and more

Abowe:
an example
of Wafer product
Below: VittEr® design samples

bon fiber we can create very light construction elements – explains Ivo Bolis,
Sales Manager of Filippi 1971 – which
weigh five times less than similar metal
components. With carbon fiber, for example, we can build the structural elements of the sofa where the seat belts
are installed, but we can also build the
Weight reduction
But as far as environmental sustainabili- cantilevered side components to supty is concerned, the company is also pro- port the rear load compartment of the
moting solutions aimed to a true weight motorhomes, or structural parts that insaving of the vehicles, which leads to a tegrate the tanks. We could also create
reduction in polluting emissions. Three lightened drop-down beds. We can proyears ago, Filippi 1971 started working pose solutions to truly make RVs lighter
on composite materials, with the goal and reduce polluting emissions”.
of developing furniture and structural The Research & Development departelements with reduced weight. Today ment of Filippi 1971 is also carrying out
tests with alternative fithe composites depart“We can
bers, such as glass fiber
ment of Filippi 1971 is
mainly engaged in the propose solutions and vegetable fiber. Mainly operating in the RV
leisure and racing boatto truly make
sector, Filippi 1971 is defiing sector which has led
RVs lighter”
nitely getting ready for
the company to reach
an industrialization of the processes, an ecological transition to lighter and
allowing interesting applications in the more environmental-friendly vehicles,
RV sector at improved costs. “With car- should they be electrically-powered or
with other sustainable power sources.
encourage the choice of laminating surfaces made with recycled materials. It is
also possible to have the American NAF
certification for wood-based products,
guaranteeing an ultra-low formaldehyde content.

VittEr®, an extremely resistant and
customizable compact laminate, is
also part of the sustainability program implemented by Filippi 1971.
VittEr® is made with papers with
the lowest formaldehyde emissions
available on the market and is exclusively made by Filippi 1971. VittEr® is certified for phytosanitary
applications and contact with food.
It can be used in kitchen countertops and splashbacks, as well as in
bathrooms because it is water- and
fireproof.
“VittEr® is getting a lot of attention
in the international world of surfaces – states Francesca Filippi. VittEr® goes beyond traditional laminate surfaces, offering designers
a high-performance material that
can be customized from the core
to the surface keeping our signature service and flexibility. We have
just added the tenth color to our
range, the nicest shade of Cyclades
blue, and we have also widened the
availability of our finish textures”.
Filippi 1971 is committed in a circularity program called “Dorvem”.
The Company’s R&D is developing
an outdoor furniture panel made
with VittEr® production wastes
combined with wood powders. But
there are also new “hybrid” products, such as the “Wafer”, which is a
panel obtained from the stratification of VittEr® and poplar veneers:
the surface in VittEr® makes it extremely resistant, washable and
antibacterial. It is totally customizable, does not require edging and is
an ideal solution for worktops and
kitchen-tops. All new products are
born sustainable: the production
of the “Wafer” panel takes place in
the autoclave just with poplar veneers and VittEr® without the use
of any adhesives.

Kitchen top in composite material
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Mini size,
maxi cold
The new compressor
refrigerators are here. They
are high-efficiency devices
for small spaces capable
of providing convincing
solutions to the demands
of the rapidly growing
camper van market
Words Renato Antonini

P

lans continue at IndelB to expand the range with the OFF
brand launched in 2020. OFF
targets people who enjoy an outdoors
lifestyle, adventure and unconventional holidays. It addresses the RV world
as a whole although camper vans are
certainly the type of vehicle that can
best accommodate OFF-branded
equipment, designed to make life in

the open air more comfortable. And
now, a new range of refrigerators are
joining the existing line-up in the wake
of the presentation of the innovative Plein-Aircon 12V A/C unit. There
are twelve new models of compressor-driven installation refrigerators of
various sizes organised in three series:
front-door models, drawer models and
top-loaded models. The Elite range

Elite, the stylishly refined new line of compressor refrigerators. ideal for
built-in installations. From the left: 42, 49, 65, 85 e 130 liters
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features five models with an elegantly designed front door. With a smart
flush mounted handle and stainless
steel effect finish, a door is designed
to be seen, admired and puts its stamp
in the kitchen unit where the refrigerator is installed. Importantly, the door
has a smudge-proof anti-touch finish
that makes cleaning easy. The smaller Elite EL42 and Elite EL 49 models
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footprint but enough room for a variety of foods and drinks. Top of the
range is the Elite EL130, which with
its 130 litres of internal volume meets
the needs of users who want to keep
a large stock of food and drinks
with them at all times. The vertical
top-loaded series are at the other end
of the range. They are small in size and
designed to fit into awkward spaces,
like on compact camper vans. Food
and drinks are placed in the refrigerator by opening the top door. The Top
Loaded TL16, TL27 and TL30 (16, 27,
30 litres of volume) are the smallest
models, suitable for recessed installation in kitchen cabinets and other
furniture items. The compressor is located under the refrigerated compartment. The Top Loaded TL29 and TL41,
with capacities of 29 and 41 litres, are
designed to fit inside chests. The OFF
Drawer series of refrigerators are special (see Box).
The new OFF refrigerator ranges are
the result of the many years of experience of IndelB in the construction of
refrigerators. The compressor is the
same as that fitted on the OFF Cruise
line of refrigerators. It is capable of
combining high cooling capacity and
quiet operation, with remarkable energy efficiency that keeps consumption
low. Founded in 1967, IndelB has become a world leader in the production
of compressor refrigerators for commercial vehicles, supplying manufacturers such as Iveco, Volvo, Scania,
Daimler and Peterbilt. Over the years,
the company has successfully combined the production of compressor
(42 and 49 litres internal volume) are refrigerators for RVs with original and
designed to fit into small spaces in aftermarket equipment supplies.
compact camper vans (like the Volk- “OFF is a young brand aimed at people with a young spirit
swagen
Transporter
and Mercedes Vito).
“Real refrigerators but built on solid foundations,” said IndelB
The Elite EL65 and
with a high cooling Sales Director GerarElite EL85 intermediate models, on the capacity but a small do Boschi. “We have
all the experience of
other hand, are aimed
footprint”
IndelB that has been
at the large group of
standard-sized camper vans for the making refrigerators for various types
European market. With a volume of of vehicles for over half a century. Our
65 and 85 litres, they have a small new products are real refrigerators

Drawer refrigerators
The new OFF portfolio features
the Drawer line of refrigerators.
These are 12V compressor refrigerators suited for use in limited space and designed for installation in small camper vans.
They are characterised by a front
opening drawer, which allows the
products stored inside to be put
in and out from above. The drawer
container slides out smoothly on
sturdy guides. The inner compartment is illuminated by a blue LED
light. Two versions are available,
which differ in terms of both volumes (49 and 65 litres) and the
size of the installation compartment. They both have a small internal freezer compartment with a
temperature of -6° C. Custom versions of the Drawer refrigerators
are also available. The front panel
can be personalised. The door is
supplied with special brackets for
fixing an external panel to make
it blend perfectly into the kitchen
unit where the refrigerator is installed.

with a high cooling capacity but a
small footprint.”

Top Loaded
series
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The future road towards
the battery-powered motor
The road to non-thermal powertrains for recreational vehicles is a hot topic, but
the transition will not happen anytime soon. The “Fit for 55” package developed
by the European Commission requires zero emissions for commercial vehicles by
2040: a distant enough horizon that could move further. This is how producers
are preparing for the transition, including the option of hydrogen
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F

or a global issue such as climate
warming, the solution proposed
by the European Commission
and its president, Ursula von der Leyen, is to drastically reduce carbon dioxide emissions produced by private,
commercial and passenger transport
vehicles.
The current proposal is to ban the sale
of new vehicles equipped with internal
combustion engines by 2035, in the
case of cars, and by 2040 for commercial vehicles, which are the base vehicles for motorhomes.
The plan, which is part of a broader
decarbonization program called “Fit
for 55”, appears premature on the
one hand and belated on the other.
Western Europe’s infrastructure is not
yet ready for such an epochal change
(just think of the density and types of
charging stations required for electric
vehicles in southern Europe); moreover, the exponential growth of harmful emissions by developing countries,
such as India and China in particular, in
addition to what may happen in Brazil and also on the African continent,
means that Europe’s efforts towards
less polluted air appear unrealistic.
Faced with these political agendas,
the automotive industry is beginning
to take action. On one hand, the main
German manufacturers, perhaps motivated by a sense of guilt for the ‘Dieselgate’ scandal in the last decade, are
running towards a progressive implementation of entire ranges of electric
vehicles; on the other hand, the Italian,
French and American manufacturers
seem to have less enthusiasm. There is
not (yet) a sustained demand for these
products, but technical evolution is
progressing rapidly, making some
products and technologies obsolete
that seemed cutting-edge until only a
few months ago. The future is still very
uncertain.
Commercial vehicles
Commercial vehicles are used as the
base for recreational vehicles. They
provide the mechanical bases and
platforms for fitting-out motorhomes.
In most cases, vans used in the city for
deliveries usually move along predetermined routes so have a predictable
mileage, apart from any deviations for

suddenly set up or to circumvent a
traffic disturbance.
Furthermore, these vehicles generally
operate during the day, from 6:00am
to 6.00pm, in the case of courier vans,
while in the afternoon-evening it’s
mainly those used by large supermarket chains for home delivery. Therefore, fast charging of batteries on the
road, another critical element in the
ecological transition due to the shortage of public fast-charge columns, is
therefore not a real problem, as these
vehicles return to headquarters in
the evening and remain stationary all
night, making it practicable to use the
slow charging option. Among other
things, this overnight charging is less
stressful for the batteries, to the benefit of their longevity and duration in
conditions of full efficiency.
The current generation of commercial
vehicles have ranges of approximately
150 to 200 km, including larger, bulkier and heavier vehicles, such as Volkswagen e-Crafter and Mercedes-Benz
eSprinter. The milestone of 300 km of
autonomy is reached by medium-sized
vehicles, such as Citroën ë-Jumpy,
Peugeot e-Expert and Opel Vivaro-e,
in addition to the multi-space Mercedes-Benz eCitan and Renault Kangoo E-Tech electric which will debut in
2022 together with the Citroën ë-Berlingo, Opel Combo-e and Peugeot
e-Partner. As you can see, the smaller and more versatile the vehicle, the
more the autonomy tends to increase,
assuming that a craftsman or a small
dealer needs to move even at medium
range and on itineraries that are not
always programmable or predictable,
and also considering any personal and
not only professional use of the vehicle.
Diesel will last for a long time
The current diesel and petrol models
will remain in production alongside
electric commercial vehicles. In particular, the main manufacturers estimate that between 2025 and 2030
the deliveries of electric commercial
vehicles will represent 70% of the
market, while diesel ones (pure or
hybrid, as in the case of Ford Transits) will remain 30% of demand. This
percentage will subsequently suffer a
progressive decline, while retaining a
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“hard core” of users who, moving at
long range and in areas not covered
by a capillary presence of charging
stations, will continue to need a fast
and quickly refillable work vehicle.
Meanwhile, two of the most important
French industrial groups, Renault and
Groupe PSA (merged into Stellantis
last year), have begun to develop hydrogen vehicles powered by electric
motors, following the example of Mercedes-Benz which has already started
trials on Vito and Sprinter.
Hydrogen has the same emissions
(zero), with the advantage of faster refueling and longer ranges, but the disadvantage of not yet being distributed
to retailers.
As you can easily guess, at the moment, the long-term prospects for the
recreational vehicle industry, in particular those who transform and sell commercial vehicles with campervan or
motorhome conversions, appear very
uncertain; however, there is an encouraging short-medium term evolution:
for the next 18 years, the commercial
vehicles that serve as the basis for RVs
will continue to be produced and will
be increasingly environmentally friendly as they will always have to comply
with stricter anti-pollution regulations.
This will protect the residual value of
used motorhomes: until the retail sale
of automotive fossil fuels (petrol and
diesel) is banned and fuel and vehicle
prices remain at current levels, there
is no reason to fear a loss of value of
vehicles equipped with petrol or diesel
engines.
The electric motorhome
is still a long way off
The limited autonomy of the current electric commercial vehicles, the
poor recharging infrastructures and
the highly variable costs of recharg-
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ing (based on the speed of electricity
transfer, a factor that also affects the
duration and therefore the forced stop
time of the vehicle) are all arguments
that prevent us from thinking of a generation of electric motorhomes with
the same performance as current models. It should be remembered that larger electric vans, intended to be used
mostly in city traffic, have a limited
maximum speed, in most cases, of 90
or 100 km/h to help to maximize the
range available. They are not vehicles
intended for motorway journeys where
they consume much more power and
reduce the already limited range.
At present, electric commercial vehicles actually represent the denial of
the concepts of freedom, improvisation, adventure typically associated
with a recreational vehicle.
However, the problems linked to the
European initiative against fossil fuels
are already evident to everyone. In the
automotive market, the decarbonisation programmes, including the end
of the sale of cars with petrol, diesel
or hybrid engines, without clarifying the possibility of using them until
their natural obsolescence will not be
banned, have thrown the market into
total uncertainty.
This comes at a time when there are
difficulties in finding raw materials,
specifically semiconductors, which
are indispensable for managing the
ever-increasing number of electronic functions in cars, undermines the
punctuality in the delivery of cars already ordered and partially paid for.
The result is that, at a European level,
2021 closed with heavy losses in terms
of registrations, in the order of 20-30
percent (slightly less for light commercials), compared to a difficult year
like 2020. In the long run, this situation
will lead to employment problems as

dealers are already subjected to stress
due to the increasing costs they have
to bear for continuing technical and
aesthetic updates of the offices, and
with the strong temptation on the part
of manufacturers to shorten the value
chain by selling vehicles and cars directly to end customers.
A plan already questioned
An overall view of these critical issues
should lead to a rethinking of the race
towards the decarbonisation of private vehicles. The objectives of the
“Fit for 55” plan announced on 14 July
are long-term, but have already been
questioned by numerous stakeholders
in the European economy, including
states and large industrial groups, and
were announced by politicians who
will no longer be in their positions at
the top of the European Commission
to continue to push them.
It is reasonable to think that the deadlines linked to the ban on the sale of
petrol and diesel vehicles could be extended.
From the point of view of the recreational vehicle industry, there is currently a total lack of zero-emission
vehicles capable of ensuring the same
mobility as the ones currently sold;
and there is also no adequate charging
infrastructure at the campsites themselves. For this reason, it is natural to
think that those who buy a recreational vehicle today equipped with a traditional turbodiesel engine have nothing
to fear for the next few years, given
that the expiry of the “Fit for 55” program for commercial vehicles is 2040.
After that, and logically for at least ten
years, it will be possible to use a recreational vehicle equipped with a thermal engine at least until the end of its
useable life or as long as fossil fuel is
available (and at a reasonable price).

The climate effect on batteries
Motorhomes were born for holidays and therefore they often travel
in extreme weather conditions: hot
in summer and cold in winter. On
a diesel vehicle this does not cause
any particular problems because the
cab’s heating system uses the heat
of the engine and the air conditioning system absorbs energy from the
engine, causing a marginal increase in
fuel consumption, from 2 to 5%.

The consequence of using heating
and air conditioning on an electric
vehicle when travelling fully loaded
(and is the case with motorhomes)
results in a reduction in range by at
least 10%.
A study by the leasing and rental
company, Arval, tried to determine
the effect of low external temperatures and the weight of the load
transported, on the reduction of distances possible with a “full tank” of
electricity. The results are interesting
and showed how cold temperatures
affect the performance of the battery,
both in terms of capacity and regeneration under braking. In a combined
cycle in winter conditions, fleet managers can expect an effective range
of 60-70% compared to that indicated by the WLTP.
As for the effect of weight on energy absorption, the study found that
the impact of carrying a load of about

75% of the vehicle’s maximum capacity has very similar percentages to
those of diesel vans which consume
20% more fuel than when the vehicle
is unladen.

The ambitious goals of “Fit for 55”
The “Fit for 55” package contains 13
legislative proposals on energy and
climate which aim to put the European Union in a position to achieve
the goal of reducing greenhouse gas
emissions by 55% by 2030.
Some of the measures are an update
of existing legislation to align it with
the Green Deal and the new targets,
such as the revision of the ETS, the
European carbon market, or the Renewable Energy Directive (RED).
In other cases the “Fit for 55” package introduces new legislation: for
example, the proposed carbon tax
at the border (CBAM) or the new EU
forestry strategy. Taken all together,
they draw a large part of the “executive plan” from Brussels for the ecological transition.
By 2030, current emission values for
cars (95 g CO2 / km) and vans (147 g
CO2 / km) will have to drop by 55%.
And just five years later (10 for commercial vehicles) they will have to go
to zero. In parallel, the development
of the charging infrastructure will
have to have charging points every
60 km on the motorway and hydrogen refueling stations every 150 km.

These numbers and terms will now
have to pass the entire European legislative process and receive a green
light from both the European Council
and the European Parliament. It will
not be easy, as the first responses by

many car manufacturers suggest that
these standards are too rigorous, but
some also express fears of strong repercussions on the employment system of the automotive sector (and on
the tax revenue deriving from it).

Road transport accounts for 72% of CO2 emissions

CO2 emissions in the EU by means of transport (2016 data, source: EEA)
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Fiat Professional e-Ducato
Equipped with a series of modular solutions,
starting with two different battery configurations to four variants of charging modes, three
of which are already available at launch, the
e-Ducato with a 47 kWh battery can travel up
to 170 km in cycle WLTP and up to 235 km in urban cycle. With 79 kWh batteries, distances rise
to 280 and 370 km respectively. Charging times
for 100 km of travel do not exceed half an hour.
The batteries are guaranteed for a duration of
10 years or 220,000 km on the 79 kWh version
and 8 years or 160,000 km on the 47 kWh version. In terms of flexibility, it should be added
that, to satisfy such a wide and diversified range
of needs, the e-Ducato also offers a Drive Mode
Selector. The “Normal” position ensures an excellent balance between performance and costs,
while the “Eco”mode saves energy.
The new e-Ducato also features two functions
to safeguard the driver’s peace of mind: Turtle
Mode, similar to the battery saving function of a
mobile phone, is automatically activated in lowcharge conditions, limiting vehicle performance
and guaranteeing an extension of the range of
8-10%; Recovery Mode is for if a battery module should stop working, the others will continue
to operate to guarantee the continuation of the
journey.

Peugeot e-Boxer - Citroën ë-Jumper - Opel Movano-e
The three Stellantis vehicles boast a zero-emission power unit
that generates 90 kW (122 hp) and 260 Nm of torque, for a top
speed electronically limited to 120 km/h. Depending on the version, customers can choose between 37 or 70 kWh lithium-ion
batteries for ranges (depending on driving profile and environmental conditions) that can reach 117 or 224 km respectively in
the combined WLTP cycle. The batteries are positioned under
the load compartment, so as not to compromise the use of the
vehicle and increase stability when cornering and in windy conditions, even when fully loaded. A refined regenerative braking
system that recovers the energy produced in the braking or
deceleration phases further increases efficiency.
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Mercedes-Benz eSprinter
Capable of a range of up to 156 km,
this Mercedes-Benz van is currently
available in only one version, with a total permissible weight of 3500 kg and
with two battery packs with different
performances: one of 35 kWh, the other of 47 kWh of useful capacity.

Thanks to the Combined Charging
System (CCS), the eSprinter does
not require specific charging stations
or wallboxes: for recharging you can
choose a maximum power of 7.4 kW
with alternating current or opt for a
maximum power of 20 kW with di-

rect current.
By choosing the maximum charging
power, which corresponds to 80 kW,
and using a fast charging station, the
35 kWh battery available as standard
can be charged from 10% to 80% in
just 20 minutes.

Volkswagen e-Crafter

Ford E-Transit

Among the first to offer a large zero-emission van, Volkswagen Commercial Vehicles is now in an intermediate
position in terms of autonomy offered
by the lithium-ion battery pack. The
value declared by the German manufacturer is in fact 173 km and the
vehicle is only available in the L3H3
version, corresponding to the current
Grand California 600 equipped with a
2.0 TDI engine. Full recharging takes 17
hours from a Schuco domestic socket,
10 hours from the dedicated wallbox, 5
hours from public charging stations and
only one hour from CCS stations where
direct current is supplied. To reach 80%
of the total charge, the times decrease
to 13 hours, 8 hours, 4 hours and 45
minutes respectively.

This will make its debut in early 2022 after a road show that showed it in its final form around Europe. With a usable battery capacity of 68 kWh, providing
a range of up to 317 km calculated according to the WLTP protocol in the van
configuration, the Ford E-Transit is credited with 430 Nm of maximum torque,
with a choice of 135 kW (184 Hp) or 198 kW (269 hp) of maximum power and
total mass from 3.5 to 4.25 tonnes. Also available is the ProPower Onboard
function, which provides up to 2.3 kW from standard sockets in the passenger
compartment and in the loading area, to power small electrical appliances.
The E-Transit offers both alternating current charging and fast direct current
charging. The 11.3 kW on-board charger is capable of fully recharging the battery in up to 8.2 hours. In direct current, E-Transit is instead able to accept a
maximum power of 115 kW at the input, to recharge from 15% to 80% of the
maximum battery capacity in just 34 minutes.
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Europe and North America:
two very different RV markets

M

Europe
N.A.

Europe

otor caravans (motorhomes, campervans and
overcabs) in Europe represent the largest share of
sales; in North America, on the other hand, the situation is
the opposite with motorized RVs definitely the minority.
Towable RVs, which in Europe are mainly caravans, in North
America includes Fifth-Wheels and extendable caravans
with canvas walls (in addition, the American data also
includes a small share deriving from tent trailers and living
cells transported on pick ups).

181.299
56.212

78.094

North America

Europe

544.028

+

259.393

North America

+

Data 2021 - Source: RVIA and ECF

Production shares
in Europe
by types - 2021

T

here are four main
types of motorized
RVs in Europe:
motorhomes, semiintegrated, overcabs
and campervans.
These are four types
that do not have the
same importance on
the market.
A lot has changed
compared to the past
and today campervans
are the most popular
type of RVs.
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10,5%

33,8%

4,1%

48,1%

600.240

Words Renato Antonini

Demographic profile of RV owners in USA - 2021

A

recent study of RV owners in the
USA showed seven clusters. “This
is the most comprehensive study we
have ever done on the RV consumer,”
said Go RVing Vice President of Brand
Marketing Karen Redfern.
Happy Campers (3% of total RVers):
this group uses their RV as an escape
for half of the year (180 days used per
year, on average) from both the weather and their household routine. Profile:
67% over age 55 and 49% retired. Most
used RVs: 41% Fifth-Wheel trailers, 10%
motorhome class A.
Casual Campers (39% of total RVers):
only using their RV for a few weekends
a year in the warmer moths (16 days
used per year, on average). Profile: 82%
over 55 and 55% retired. Most used
RVs: 48% caravan, 14% Fifth-Wheel
trailer.
Adventure Seekers (1% of total RVers):
outdoor enthusiasts that thrive on numerous hobbies (hiking, canoeing...),
200 days used per year, on average.
Profile: 34% age 35-54 and 56% over
55, 50% retired. Most used RVs: 44%
Fifth-Wheels trailer, 9% Class C Motorhome.
Avid RVers (6% of total RVers): they
are committed to RVing every chance
they have, for romantic gateways, seeing nature... (61-150 days used per year,
111 days on average). Profile: 62% over
55, 64% female, 78% live with no children in home, 48% retired, 26% employed full-time. Most used RVs: 33%

40%

30%

20%

10%

Happy
campers

Casual
campers

Avid
RVers

Adventure
seekers

caravan, 12 motorhome Class A.
Escapists (16% of total RVers): they are
committed to the RV lifestyle, they enjoy the freedom of exploration camping provides, these owners thrive in
water-based activities and anywhere
with natural beauty (31-90 days used
per year, 55 days on average). Profile:
54% over 55, 40% retired, 40% employed full-time. Most used RVs: 38%
caravan, 9% motorhome Class A.
Full Timers (1,5% of total RVers): they
have adopted their RV as their home

Escapists

Full
timers

(365 days used per year). Profile: 35%
over 55, 70% female, 43% retired. Most
used Rvs: 45% Fifth Wheel, 31% caravan, 9% motorhome class A.
Family Campers (33% of total RVers):
they use camping to bond with family
and spark the hobby for the next generation, they are limited by their fulltime employment (13 days used per
year, on average). Profile: 52% age 1834 and 48% age 35-54, 64% employed
full-time. Most used Rvs: 26% caravan,
11% expandable trailer.

Total European market turnover:
€54,8 billion

I

n the 2020 study of dwif/Consulting GmbH
we could see that the total European market
turnover is €54.8 billion: the caravanning industry
turnover is €31.5 billion (57%), the tourism industry
turnover is €23.3 billion (43%, included camp sites
and no camp sites).

Caravan industry: €31.5 billion
New and second hand vehicles, equipment, maintenace
and repair work
Tourism industry: €5.9 billion
Expenditures on motor caravan pitches as
well as one-day excursions

Family
campers

Source: CIVD/ECF
survey, estimates

€ 5,9 Bn

Tourism industry
outside the
campsites

€ 17,4 Bn

Tourism industry
at campsites

€ 31,5 Bn

Caravan industry

new and second hand vehicles

Tourism industry: €17.4 billion
Expenditure at campsites
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RV
market
at a glance
Europe:
sales of new RVs
rose 9.9 percent
in 2021 - the most
successful year
in the history of
the European
caravan industry
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achieved in 2020. Substantial sales
growth was once again achieved in
the Swiss, Belgian and Finnish markets, where sales of new caravans and
motor caravans reached 10,815, 8,376
and 3,636 units respectively. And in
the Austrian market, impressive sales
growth amounting to 47.5 percent
was achieved, with 5,851 vehicles sold.
Sales were also up in The Netherlands,

2021

2011 - 2021

2020 - 2021

EUROPE

J

ost Krüger, General Secretary of
the European Caravan Federation
(ECF), stated: “We’re extremely pleased with the record-breaking
sales growth achieved in 2021 – nearly 260,000 new caravans and motor
caravans sold. And this despite the
daunting market conditions currently faced by the industry as the result
of the Covid pandemic and the attendant raw materials shortages and supply-chain challenges. And so we feel
that the outlook is excellent for 2022,
given that the popularity of holidays in
caravans and motor caravans is at an
all time high in Europe.”
This past year was the most successful
in the history of the European caravanning industry. The 259,393 new caravans and motor caravans sold in the
European market as a whole in 2021
exceeded the record result of 2020
by 9.9 percent. As in past years, proportionally speaking Germany was the
sales leader in the European market,
with 106,138 caravans and motor caravans sold – and this despite the fact
that sales of new vehicles declined by
1 percent relative to the record sales

France, Sweden and Denmark, by 24.4
percent, 19.4 percent, 17.2 percent and
10.3 percent respectively.
Sales up in nearly
all European markets
Only three European markets registered sales declines relative to the prior year. The 5,762 caravans and motor
caravans sold in Norway represent a

181.299

78.094

+13,2%

+2,8%

2021
2020 - 2021

81.420
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-15,2%
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8.498
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SWITZERLAND

2021

SWEDEN

UK

2011 - 2021

2011 - 2021

NETHERLANDS

2020 - 2021

Line plots based on numerical data
published by ECF (European Caravan Federation)

1.4 percent decline. And although the German market accounted for 41 percent of all sales of new caravans and
motor caravans in the European market, sales were down
1 percent relative to the prior year. Sales in the UK were
up 16.2 percent, with 32,207 caravans and motor caravans
sold. “It’s very gratifying to see that the UK, one of the most
important caravanning markets in Europe, has been able
to bounce back from the adverse effects of Brexit and has
gotten back on track with a double- digit sales increase,”
said Krüger.

broken in the various European markets. The most robust
growth rate for the sale of new motor caravans in the European market was registered in Austria, with 58 percent sales
growth and sales of 4,691 motor caravans. Slovenia was the
runner up in this regard, with 35.7 percent sales growth and
422 motor caravans sold; Finland in third place with 32.8
percent sales growth and 2,634 motor caravans sold; followed by Switzerland with 26.3 percent sales growth and
8,498 motor caravans sold; and Sweden with 26.3 percent

Record sales
of new motor caravans
Apart from Norway and Portugal, where sales of new motor
caravans were down by 9 percent and 12.6 percent respectively, sales of new motor caravans rose throughout Europe,
and in a number of markets in the double digits. Overall,
sales of new motor caravans rose by 13.2 percent in Europe,
to 181,299 vehicles – an all-time high. This is the fifth consecutive year in which the previous year’s sales record for motor caravans was topped; and overall, sales of these vehicles
have more than doubled since 2010. This achievement is
mainly attributable to the numerous sales records that were
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Demand for caravans
in Europe continues to rise
Growing demand for caravans in the European market was
reflected, in 2021, by substantial sales growth – although in
terms of numerical tallies, not quite as robust as for motor
caravans. A total of 78,094 new caravans was sold in the
European market in 2021. In this sector as well, Germany
was the sales leader, with 24,718 new caravans sold – which,
however, represents a decline of 15.2 percent relative to the
prior year. Sales growth was achieved in all other European
markets, however, in a number of cases in the double-digit
range. In The Netherlands, sales were up 22.6 percent with

8,521 caravans sold; in Austria sales rose by 16.2 percent
with 1,160 caravans sold; and Spain registered a sales increase of 14.1 percent with 1,926 caravans sold.
“The 18,047 new caravans sold in Europe’s second largest
market, the UK, clearly indicates that the demand for caravans in the UK has bounced back and that the dampers
on consumer demand occasioned by Covid and Brexit have
now abated,” Mr. Krüger noted. Having achieved 5.2 percent
sales growth, with 7,446 new caravans sold, France was relegated to fourth place by the Netherlands.

BELGIUM

sales growth and 5,066 motor caravans sold. Particularly
gratifying in this regard is the sales growth achieved in 2021
in France and the UK, Europe’s second and third largest
markets respectively. In the French market, sales were up
23.5 percent with 30,822 new motor caravans sold, and in
the UK sales rose by 12.3 percent, with 14,160 new motor
caravans sold. As in the past, Germany is by far the largest
market for new motor caravans, with sales growth of 4.3
percent and 81,420 vehicles sold in 2021.

2021estimates
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One-Stop Adhesive Solutions
for the Global RV Industry
Looking for High-Performance Adhesive Solutions?
At H.B. Fuller, we offer a full portfolio of products for the RV industry.
From panel manufacturing to assembly bonding or sealing applications,
we offer reactive hot melt and liquid PUR adhesives in addition to
sealants, mastics, and tapes for the transportation industry.
Our one-stop-shop for all RV-related products for manufacturers and
complete product portfolio allows for overall supplier consolidation.

Take the right path at the right pace. Contact us today!
www.hbfuller.com
www.koe-chemie.com

© H.B. Fuller Company, 2021.
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German RV industry
achieves new sales record

The CIVD President, Hermann Pfaff, during the digital annual press conference
of Germany’s Caravaning Industrie Verband (CIVD) - on January 20, 2022

The industry recorded sales of new and used caravans and motor caravans and
accessories amounting to €13.9 billion, despite supply-chain bottlenecks

T

he German caravanning industry
registered revenues amounting
to €13.9 billion in 2021. Despite
faltering supply chains and the worldwide shortage of raw materials, which
have had an enormous negative impact on caravan and motor caravan
production, sales still rose an impressive 12.1 percent. This marks the eighth
consecutive year in which the industry
achieved record sales. Sales revenue
has nearly tripled during this period.
The lion’s share of industry revenues
was accounted for by sales of new
caravans and motor caravans, which
amounted to a total of €7.5 billion –
a 16.1 percent increase over the prior
year. The proportion of caravan and
motor caravan sale exports relative
to total sales also rose relative to the
prior year, to €3 billion, a 21.7 percent
increase. Sales of new motor caravans
amounted to nearly €6.4 billion, an increase of 14.8 percent relative to the
prior year’s record figure. Sales of new
caravans made an excellent recovery following the decline registered
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in 2020, increasing by 24 percent to
more than €1.1 billion – and once again
topping the pre-Covid (2019) level for
this segment.
Demand for used caravans and motor
caravans remained strong last year, resulting in a 6.3 percent increase and
a new record high of €5.2 billion. Relative to 2020, sales of used caravans
were up 10.4 percent and sales of used
motor caravans rose 5.5 percent.
Also the caravan and motor caravan
accessory sector registered strong
growth in 2021, increasing by 14.2 percent relative to 2020, to €1.2 billion.
“The worldwide supply chain has become extremely unreliable on account of Covid – a situation that has
also affected the caravan and motor
caravan industry, where shortfalls of
numerous components and materials have occurred. Were it not for the
delays in caravan and motor caravan
production resulting from this situation, the industry’s sales results would
have been even better,” said Daniel
Onggowinarso, Managing Director of

Caravaning Industrie Verband (CIVD).
“But frankly we have no grounds for
complaint, given that our industry
achieved record-high sales for the
problematic and unusual ‘Covid year’
2020, and even set new all-time high
sales records for 2021. Caravan and
motor caravan holidaying is experiencing growth at a level that far exceeds that of any comparable activity.
Demand for caravans and motor caravans is currently very strong, and we
expect it to remain so for the foreseeable future,” Mr. Onggowinarso commented.
The impressive figures of the German caravanning sector
In the second year of the Covid pandemic, caravanning remained highly
popular among German holidaymakers. German sales of new caravans
and motor caravans topped 100,000
in 2021, the second time this figure has
been achieved since the record year of
2020. Over the course of 2021, 106,138
new caravans and motor caravans

rolled out of German dealer showrooms, a decline of 1 percent relative
to the record sales of 2020. Owing to
the Covid pandemic, there have been
shortages of semiconductor components, as well as key raw materials
such as steel, wood, plastic and adhesives – all of which has led to delays in
vehicle production and delivery.
Despite delivery problems, sales of
new motor caravans rose 4.3 percent
in 2021, reaching a new record high
of 81,420 units sold. This is the eleventh consecutive year of record sales
for this sector. Annual motor caravan
sales have more than doubled over
the past ten years alone.
Faltering supply chains and raw-material shortages aside, the impact of
preponed purchases owing to the
VAT reduction in 2020 was felt most
strongly in the German caravan sector, where sales declined 15.2 percent
in 2021 relative to the robust sales in
2020. A total of 24,718 new caravans
was sold during the period.
“In the wake of the worst economic
downturn in the history of the Federal
Republic in 2020, the following year
saw the most severe shortages of raw

materials since the Second World War.
Despite these severe problems, the
German caravan and motor caravan
industry achieved outstanding results,
namely sales of more than 100,000
new caravans and motor caravans in
each year,” noted Daniel Onggowinarso in making his altogether very positive assessment of the industry’s performance in 2021.
High demand for German-made
caravans and motor caravans
Foreign customers’ demand for German-made RVs remains robust and
German caravan and motor caravan
makers were able to substantially
ramp up their production in 2021 to
a total of 130,666 vehicles. This represents a 12.8 percent increase over
2020, and an all-time record for the
German caravanning industry. Motor
caravan production rose 9.4 percent,
to a record 82,393 vehicles, while the
results were even stronger for caravans, 48,273 of which were produced
for a 19.2 percent increase.
Exports of these vehicles in 2021
set a new record, with 54,799 being
shipped to customers outside of Ger-

many – an 18.7 percent increase relative to the prior year. A total of 32,407
German-made motor caravans were
exported in 2021 – up 14.2 percent over
the prior year. Caravan export-sales
results were even stronger, rising by
26 percent, with 22,392 vehicles sold.
This shows how pivotal the European
market is for German caravan and motor caravan makers.
“Caravanning holidays are popular not
only in Germany, but also throughout
Europe – a fact reflected in the steadily growing demand for German-made
caravans and motor caravans. The fact
that Germany exported more than
55,000 caravans and motor caravans
last year has made our nation the market leader in the European caravanning
sector once again,” said Daniel Onggowinarso. “If the raw-material shortages situation and the supply chain
bottlenecks improve this year, we feel
we’ll be looking at a highly successful
2022. Given that German caravan and
motor caravan makers’ order books
are full, these companies will be doing
everything within their power to meet
the high demand among both dealers
and consumers.”

German caravanning industry 2021 at a glance

Production

The CIVD
Managing Director,
Daniel Onggowinarso
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Caravanning is becoming increasingly popular in Germany,
despite the downward trend in the travel market
A new market research survey commissioned by the Caravaning Industrie Verband (CIVD) from the Institut
für Demoskopie Allensbach clearly
demonstrates that caravanning is an
important part of the holidaymaking
and leisure-time landscape in Germany. The Institut für Demoskopie
Allensbach surveyed individuals who
own either a caravan or a motor caravan, as well as Germans who may
be interested in owning a caravan
or motor caravan at some point in
the future. In addition, the pollsters
were able to gain new insights via
a representative secondary analysis
of data from the Allensbach Market and Advertising Media Analysis,
based on around 23,000 interviews
per year. This analysis clearly shows
that the popularity of caravanning,
in its capacity as a popular type of
holiday in the great outdoors, has
grown, even during the pandemic,
and has spawned a sizeable group
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of new aficionados of caravanning
consisting of more than two million
German holidaymakers. The result: an
increase in this group of caravanning
enthusiasts from 11.6 million to 13.8
million Germans. The long-term perspective also shows that, although
this growth rate may well have been
fostered by Covid, the pandemic was
by no means the sole or root cause
of the increase. Caravanning gained
40 percent of its adherents between
2017 and 2021, and 16 percent over
the past two years. A look backward
at intentions to purchase a caravan
or motor caravan is equally revealing. Relative to 2015, there has been
a significant increase of 1.2 million
Germans who engage in caravanning
and who plan to purchase a caravan
or motor caravan sometime within
the next 12-24 months.
The Institut für Demoskopie Allensbach survey also reveals a clear trend
when it comes to purchase decisions concerning caravans or motor
caravans. 66 percent of the survey
respondents who were planning to
purchase a vehicle for the purpose of
going on holiday opted for a motor
caravan. 53 percent of the respondents in this group stated that they
intend to purchase a used motor caravan, and 13 percent said that they
plan to purchase a new vehicle. Of
the 11 percent of respondents who
said they plan to purchase a caravan,
8 percent said they would opt for a
used vehicle, and 3 percent said they
would be purchasing a new vehicle.

The Institut für Demoskopie Allensbach’s comprehensive analysis of
caravanning target groups yielded
exciting insights as well, concerning
caravanning target groups. These
target groups are as follows: the “discoverers,” the “thrifty,” the “flexible,”
the “priceconscious,” the “steady”,
the “passionate devotees,” and the
“full-time caravanners.” The members of the newly identified “discoverers” target group, which represents
17 percent of the survey’s respondents, do most of their caravanning
via short trips, in a caravan, and in
the company of children. The “flexible” group comprises the same proportion of the respondents, in their
capacity as the target group known
as the “double-income no-kids target
group” – namely middle-aged couples who enjoy going on short holidays, in a motor caravan, and who
prefer holiday locations that are less
frequented. Well-to-do Best Agers, in
their capacity as full-time caravanners, enjoy the privilege of travelling
year-round in their own motor caravans, with a penchant for spending
time in cities.
The Institut für Demoskopie Allensbach’s market survey also provides
insight into the caravanning related
views of millenials, who constitute
the next generation of caravanners.
As a target group, millenials attach
particular importance to sustainability and environmental protection, values they feel that travel via caravanning is fully compatible with.

LAMILUX COMPOSITES –
HIGH-TECH MATERIALS FOR THE MARKETS OF THE FUTURE
We manufacture fibre-reinforced plastic sheets (FRP/GRP), which are used in various applications
such as the outer side wall, the roof, the floor, in the rear garage or as interior wall cladding.

LAMILUX X-treme
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protection roof
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RVIA expects 72 million Americans
to go rving in 2022
A survey of consumer attitudes recently released by the RV Industry Association
(RVIA) reveals that 72 million Americans plan on taking an RV trip in 2022

T

he figure represents an 18% increase over results of a similar
survey taken one year ago, which
indicated a figure of 61 million US citizens would go camping in an owned,
rented or borrowed RV at least once in
the next 12 months.
“While flexibility through remote work
and school continues to be one of the
top reasons for RV travel, this new
data shows that interest in exploring
the outdoors is by far the number one
reason for people wanting to take an
RV trip,” said RVIA’s Bill Baker. “There
has really been a shift in people’s priorities over the past year and their desire to get outside and experience the
great outdoors, so it makes sense that
more people are turning to RVs as the
best way to explore the outdoors.”
The study also revealed an increase

in the frequency of RV use. Approximately half of all respondents indicated plans to increase their RV use

in the coming year. Only 5% of survey
respondents indicated they anticipated
using the RV less than in the past.

Brunswick 2021 Revenues Up 59%

B

runswick Corporation released
its 2021 full year financial results in late January reporting record global revenues of US$5.8
billion, marking year-over-year
growth of 34.5% and leading the
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company to project revenues of $7
billion in 2022 and $10 billion in 2025.
The company – parent to the Land ‘N’
Sea RV parts and accessories distribution business and the newly-created Advanced Systems Group (ASG)

– reported a 40% year-over-year
increase in its parts and accessories segment, or a 4% gain excluding the impact of acquisitions.
The world’s largest boat and marine
equipment
manufacturer,
Brunswick has made no secret of
its plans to grow its presence in
the RV industry, through its growing parts and accessories business
and a rapidly developing technology portfolio in ASG, as it invests
heavily in a range of technologies
from batteries and power control
systems to digital connectivity
platforms, mechanical equipment
and more. In the company’s 2021
Investor Day presentation, Brunswick ASG president Brett Dibky
identified RV as a target growth lever for the company, noting that in
2020 one-quarter of the segment’s
sales came from the RV and specialty vehicle verticals.

Words Craig Ritchie

US NPS creates National
Campground Office

US economy
grew 5.7% in 2021

he US RV industry received a significant
boost in late January with the announcement that the country’s National Park Service
(NPS) has formed a new National
Campground Office.

ew data from the US Department of Commerce confirms
that the American economy is growing at a rapid pace.
According to the agency’s latest figures, the American gross
domestic product grew by 5.7% in 2021, marking the strongest
single-year surge since 1984. From October through December, growth spiked at 6.9% driven by higher shipment levels of
goods from RVs to automobiles to boats, as retail businesses
continued filling lengthy backorders and replenishing diminished inventories.

T

As the operator of
more
than
1,400
campgrounds nationally, the NPS is a significant stakeholder in
the domestic RV industry. The newly formed
National
Campground
Office will assume responsibility for enhancing visitor experiences by providing
improved consumer assistance
with campground-related issues
and services.
In addition, the National Park Service is also
establishing a Campground Financial Model for Decision Making, a tool intended to
support parks seeking to build their case for
campground modernization and expansion
funding by addressing the internal review
board’s most frequently asked questions.
The financial model is designed to analyze
revenue when deciding campground rates,
determine the financial impacts of potential
infrastructure investments, and evaluate the
tradeoffs of different business models to improve campgrounds.

N

“We are building an American economy for the 21st century, with
the fastest economic growth in nearly four decades, along with
the greatest year of job growth in American history,” said US
president, Joe Biden.
With the arrival of the Omicron variant of Covid-19 in December,
economists have lowered growth forecasts for the first quarter
of 2022. The slower start to the year is expected to cap 2022
full-year economic growth in the range of 4% – still among the
highest growth rates in the Western world.
That forecast lower growth rate comes as welcome news to RV
manufacturers and dealers, with the US Federal Reserve
openly discussing the probability of interest
rate hikes in order to fend off a rapidly-rising rate of inflation.

Dates confirmed for 2022 Canadian Outdoor Hospitality conference

O

rganisers of the Canadian Outdoor Hospitality Conference and
Expo have confirmed that the sched-

uled 2022 event will take place from
March 8 through 10 inclusive.
Presented by the Canadian Camping

& RV Council (CCRVC), the virtual
conference will present a full schedule of educational sessions, interactive workshops and keynote presentations for campground operators
and affiliated industry professionals.
Registration has now opened on the
eb=vent website, at:
https://canada.mycampcon.com
“We’re thrilled to have the chance to
provide this exclusive education and
networking opportunity for our campground owners across the country,”
said CCRVC executive director, Shane
Devenish. “We are excited to build on
our mandate of providing the tools to
help make our private campgrounds
more successful for the betterment of
the Canadian camping industry.”
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Caravan Industry Victoria Hall of Fame
& Business Awards - 2021
The Victorian RV Industry came together on December
3rd for its prestigious Hall of Fame and Business Awards,
a gala event held each year to induct new members
into Caravan Industry Victoria’s Hall of Fame and to
announce the winners of various business awards

M

ore than 370 association and
life members, hall of fame inductees and guests attended
the event, which was postponed last
year because of Covid-19. Being one of
the first industry events in 18 months,

the excitement was clearly noticeable
in the crowd. The evening celebrated
association members and their staff
who have professionally and personally
contributed significantly to the growth,
success, and professionalism of the Victorian caravan industry, along with excellence, innovation and achievement
in the past year. During the night, Caravan Industry Victoria recognises two
pioneers and legends of the caravan
industry, inducting them into its hall of
fame. These inductees were Ray Foley
and Wayne O’Brien. Crusader Caravans
won the Caravan and RV Manufacturer
of the Year Award for 2021, one of the
most highly sought-after awards in the

Australian caravan industry, standing
for excellence in Caravan & RV Manufacturing. This is the second time in a
row that Crusader Caravans have won
the award. The popular caravan manufacturer took out the industry’s top
prize in 2019, and now again in 2021.
The awards were postponed in 2020
due to COVID-19.
Speaking about the significance of the
award Serge Valentino, Managing Director and Founder of Crusader Caravans said, “This award is the culmination of the hard work and dedication
of my team who stop at nothing in our
quest to build the best vans in the Australian caravan industry.”

Innovative e-commerce marketplace
targets Australia’s $24Billion caravan and camping market

A

new online marketplace targeting Australia’s burgeoning outdoor, caravan and camping market
has been unveiled.
Powered by the Marketplacer, the
technology platform for global online marketplaces, www.everythingcaravancamping.com.au has been
designed to meet the demands of a
market segment worth an estimated $24 billion annually with more
than 800,000 registered caravans
in Australia. At launch, the marketplace offers more than 2000 products from 15 vendors.
The new site has been designed and
built by lifestyle industry leader Leisure-Tec Australia. Chief Executive
Officer Paul Widdis said it would become an invaluable resource for the
thousands of people who regularly
enjoy the nation’s natural wonders.
Building the platform
When it came to selecting an underlying technology platform to power
the new marketplace, Widdis said
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his company had sought a combination of flexibility, scalability, and local
support.
Marketplacer’s platform gives individual vendors the ability to upload details
of their product offerings to the site
and provide real-time views of stock
availability. Customers can quickly locate the products they need and place
orders for delivery.
Future plans
Widdis said his company’s future plans
include expanding the marketplace to
incorporate access to service providers
and recommendations on everything
from equipment maintenance to insurance. “Currently, it can be a challenge
to find appropriate servicing facilities
and support for caravans and associated equipment,” he said.
“Through the site, people will be able
to access everything they need and
ensure their equipment is operating at peak performance at all times.”
With more Australians choosing to
holiday domestically as a result of the

COVID-19 pandemic, Widdis said
growth prospects for the outdoor,
caravan and camping sector remained very strong. He said the new
marketplace also featured an Australian-made section to highlight
equipment manufactured locally.

